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T
ime just keeps passing by no matter 

how much I try to slow it down. This 

issue marks exactly 100 issues of me 

driving the Skin Deep car. To ‘cel-

ebrate’, I thought I’d share some of the things 

I’ve learned along the way–mostly about tattoo-

ing but sometimes also about the human race.

Read, weep, Get Good Ink:

1. Everybody thinks their tattoo is the great-

est. Which is as it should be otherwise, why 

would you have get it tattooed in the first 

place. Sometimes they’re right, sometimes 

they’re wrong. I guess that’s just the way of 

the world... after all, some people buy Cold-

play albums. Free will, huh. It’s a strange thing.

2. Judging at competitions is hard work... 

S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T 

&  S U N D A Y  M O R N I N G

but one thing I have noticed is that around 

Europe, tattooers are pleased for the tattoo-

ers that won something–they applaud and 

give props over the whole afair. In the UK, 

other tattooers generally think the whole 

thing is rigged and go back to their booths to 

pack up and go home before having the last 

word by posting about it on social media. In 

America, nobody knows what’s going on be-

cause there’s so many shows on Netflix. In 

some of the poorer countries on the planet, 

THESE PEOPLE ARE GENERALLY THOSE WHO 

ARE NOT ALLOWED ONTO THE JEREMY KYLE 

SHOW AFTER THEIR AUDITION

The Hits Just Keep On Coming

SION SMITH • EDITOR

editor@skindeep.co.uk

 @mrsionsmith

 @skindeep_uk

Mondial du Tatouage
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S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T 

&  S U N D A Y  M O R N I N G

they generally tend to celebrate being alive.

3. It may seem dumb if you’ve been around 

a while—but there are people out there who 

are under the impression that when they 

buy a ticket for a convention, they will get 

tattooed whenever they want with whatever 

image they want and not part with any more 

money than they already have. I blame the 

internet, but then, I blame the internet for 

most things.

4. Celebrities don’t get to decide who the 

best tattooers around are. It’s entirely plau-

sible that they could but they don’t. There 

are exceptions to the rule, but not enough 

for it to be entirely comfortable. That Bie-

ber guy is a good example of what happens 

when you’re used to getting your own way 

just because you have a Platinum Card. The 

Gods gave you a brain and two eyes for One 

Reason Alone... to make sure your tattoo is 

a jaw-dropper and not to suffer that thing 

known as ‘regret’. I’ve always found the best 

way to avoid regret is not to do something 

stupid in the first place. In some circles this 

is also known as lasering.

5. Umm. At this point, read point 1 again.

6. Sometimes, blank people like to contrib-

ute to newspaper columns online and leave 

comments such as: “Have you ever seen a tat-

too after five years? They all look like shit.” I 

think there’s a place where such types copy 

and paste the text from because I’ve seen it 

so often. These people are generally those 

who are not allowed onto the Jeremy Kyle 

show after their audition. Again, I blame the 

internet for giving everybody on the planet a 

keyboard and a camera.

7. Social media (all of it without exception) 

is the new Beta-Max and this time I blame 

the human race. Imagine walking into a 

room in which there are 10,000 images stuck 

on the wall. You have 5 seconds to look at 

each one, to stick a yellow star on the ones 

you like and in half an hour you’ll be quizzed 

on what you just looked at and asked to list 

all of those you stuck a star on. Don’t put 

your trust in social media. If you’re a tattooer, 

put it in your talent–that’s the only place for 

it. Much like the use of plastic in the world 

today, we need to find a better way.

8. I wish Kat Von D was back on TV but I 

also wish Kiss had never taken their make-

THAT BIEBER GUY IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU’RE USED TO 

GETTING YOUR OWN WAY BECAUSE YOU 

HAVE A PLATINUM CARD…

up of, David Tenant had never hung up his 

coat on Doctor Who and that the creators of 

LOST had never tried to find an ending for it. 

Things have a natural life-span and if you’re 

lucky, they will find that end-point before it 

gets tired and becomes a parody of itself. Say 

what you like about Kat, others may have 

loosened the hinges but she was the one who 

took the doors of and is most of the reason 

you can still hold down a job with a tattoo of 

Godzilla on the back of your hand.

9. You can’t teach some people anything at 

all. I bumped into a woman I used to work 

with one day who asked me why I had a girafe 

tattooed on my arm. The item in question is 

actually a raven and does indeed look like 

one. Then again, she is still running a Black-

Berry as her go-to phone of choice and in all 

likelihood, thinks Coldplay rule the world.

I love my job. Here’s to the next 100... �

Manao Tiki
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W H E N  W O R L D S  C O L L I D E

T
his week, graiti artists are speak-

ing out. A recent lawsuit filed by 

fashion giant H&M has posed a 

potential a threat to their rights. 

The brand have asked courts to rule that 

street art featured in the background of mar-

keting photoshoots and videos should be free 

from having any copyright protection. After 

focusing on a particular piece of graffiti in 

a recent ad of theirs, the artist who wasn’t 

aware of this spoke up and in return, H&M 

approached the legal system to fight back. 

From their perspective, public murals can’t 

technically be copyrighted (as they’re illegal, 

in most cases) and therefore can be used in 

advertising campaigns without payment to 

or permission from the artist.

This has got me thinking about tattoo cop-

yright. Sadly, once something is put out into 

the public domain, in 2018 that often means 

it’s up for grabs. I don’t need to talk to you 

about the huge issue of tattoo design imita-

tion that happens every minute of every day, 

because it’s something almost every tattoo 

enthusiast is familiar with – what a sad story. 

Most well-known tattoo artists will have ex-

perienced seeing their work on the body of 

another person, often half-way across the 

globe. Whether your art finds a new home on 

a wall in a busy city or on the arm of a famous 

model, from the moment it leaves your tattoo 

machine or spray can, it can and in some cas-

es will be featured elsewhere, whether that’s 

in the background of a photograph or the fo-

cus of the photograph itself. The artist has no 

control over the message or tone of the photo 

and could soon have their art associated with 

a brand, campaign or statement that doesn’t 

align with their own values.

This is scary stuf and would freak me out 

if I was a creator myself. I’m not a copyright 

lawyer so can’t ofer any explicit information 

about what technically is or isn’t allowed 

but I can see one possible solution. As this 

particular new item gained momentum this 

week, H&M have since apologised publicly, 

withdrawn their court summons and are 

now talking directly to the artist. Payment 

or no payment, I am sure this acknowledge-

ment and conversation was all he was after. 

I bet the big dogs at H&M are wishing they’d 

taken this approach to begin with, as threat-

ening legal action probably didn’t help keep 

the whole thing quiet.

Evidence that sometimes just talking to 

each other is enough to get us through the 

hurdles of this growingly complicated and 

confusing world. Could simple decency, re-

spect and discussion with the original artist 

solve all, not just in this street art debate but 

in the tattoo industry in general? Wheth-

er it’s booking an appointment, featuring 

someone’s work or taking inspiration from a 

design – I think we’ve gotten ourselves into 

a muddle and somehow, good old fashioned 

talking to each other may just do the trick. �

…ONCE SOMETHING IS PUT OUT INTO THE 
PUBLIC DOMAIN, IN 2018 THAT OFTEN 
MEANS IT’S UP FOR GRABS

BECCY RIMMER

 BeccyRimmer

Artistic copyright is a hot topic at the moment

Arienette Ashman
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ALL SUBMISSIONS TO SLEEVE NOTES GRATEFULLY RECEIVED. BE IT NEWS, AN EVENT, NEW MERCH, A STUDIO MOVE... WE'LL DO OUR VERY 

BEST TO LET EVERYBODY ELSE KNOW ABOUT IT TOO. EMAIL: NEWS@SKINDEEP.CO.UK OR IF YOU WANT TO BE ARCHAIC ABOUT THE WHOLE 

AFFAIR: SKIN DEEP, THE OLD SCHOOL, HIGHER KINNERTON, CHESTER CH4 9AJ. BRING IT.

www.facebook.com/tattoomagazinetwitter.com/skindeepmag
SLEEVE NOTES

Footnote: Each of The Camden Watch Company models is inspired by Camden itself. From the Victorian pocket watch inspired No. 29, taken from Camden’s 
strong railway heritage, to the turquoise-blue seconds hand of the No. 88, based on the iconic ‘Camden Lock’ bridge. The watches, No. 24, No. 27, No. 29, No. 88 
and No. 253, are named after bus routes that run through Camden Town, with the No. 24 being the oldest unchanged route in the whole of London. Wonderful.

The Camden Watch Company are quite something. They 

are an independent British brand living in the heart of 

Camden but from what we’ve seen so far, they are so much 

more than that. They care—at the level that makes you 

think you are their only customer and that’s no mean feat 

around here.

Their watches are something to behold. Sitting on 

the desk in front of me here is their latest creation—

the Memento Mori edition—and frankly, it’s skull 

emblazoned face is beautiful. 

It’s design is based on a Victorian tradition and designed 

as a reminder that death is inevitable. Contrary to the mo-

rose name, it serves as an inspiration to live each day as it 

comes and not get caught up in the stress of daily life.

The watch itself sits great on your wrist—the leather 

strap has no less care taken with it than the watch itself. A 

glance down at the sweeping white second hand will con-

firm that the seconds of your life are indeed ticking away 

and you should probably do something important. Now.

Damn, even the tiny screws that attach the strap to the 

watch have got skulls on them. 

Go see what they’ve got… �

TIME OF DEATH

camdenwatchcompany.com

 camdenwatchco

 camdenwatchco

 camdenwatchcompany
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We may be in the 21st century but geeking out about 

tattoos still doesn’t come without its challenges
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Email: t.jueptner@gmx.net

 @tjueptner
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G
erman tattoo enthusiast Thomas Jüptner has 

been exploring his connection to tattoos from 

a beautiful corner of the world. The setting 

may be picturesque but that doesn’t mean 

that communicating his passion for tattoos has been easy.

Home to quaint medieval villages, handsome mountains 

and huge forests is the state of Thuringia. To Thomas, it’s 

a place where “time stands still” and “change is avoided at 

any cost”. That’s why he decided to investigate and docu-

ment the thoughts and experiences of the tattoo collec-

tors residing in this stunning but still area of Germany. 

Despite loving the beautiful area he was raised in, 

Thomas increasingly felt its limitations and restrictions 

as he began to reach adulthood. “During the last couple of 

years I’ve had to leave some people behind,” he explains, 

“mostly because I was never fully accepted.” 

Thomas says that “people over here tend to have a spe-

cific idea of how you should be if you want to fit in – you 

have to accept a set of standards that they want you to 

live by”. After following these standards and concealing 

his tattoos for years, getting his hands tattooed was even-

tually the turning point for change: “I finally felt a huge 

relief because I couldn’t hide my hands, and so couldn’t 

hide my tattoos anymore… from then on, I started to live 

in accordance with my own needs.”

After having now broken free from the old-fashioned ide-

als of those in his area, Thomas has decided to explore this 

concept in his new self-published work ‘Rural Dis/Com-

fort’ – a zine about the disconnection between the coun-

tryside and tattooing. After learning that his experiences 

weren’t unique to him, the zine features other local tat-

tooed men that have dealt with similar issues: “my inten-

tion is to show you what it can feel like for young men who 

don't fit into the common standards of rural surroundings.”
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The tattoo zine combines Thomas’ black and while film 

photography and interviews with four other tattoo col-

lectors: “their stories focus on how they felt about grow-

ing up in the countryside and how they feel about their 

tattoos.” His natural imagery aims to “capture the hon-

est emotion in a certain moment”. As well as creating the 

new zine, he’s been travelling all over Germany to meet, 

talk to and photography many influential tattooists—his 

photo series captures the intimate moments experienced 

in tattoo studios.

The last few years have been a journey of self-discovery 

for Thomas and have led to him having what he calls “a bet-

ter understanding of myself and my experiences”… some-

thing I am sure most tattoo collectors reading this can relate 

to. He refers to these challenges he’s encountered as results 

of “the fear of letting new influences in.” We say bring in as 

much influence as we can possibly cram into these pages, 

and are honoured to share his story with you all.

The A5 zine has 28 pages and is matte printed. The first run of 50 copies has sold-out but Thomas is taking requests for 

re-prints – you can send him a direct message on Instagram or get in touch via email. He ships worldwide.

R U R A L  R E V O L U T I O N
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Wayne Simmons talks with some of 

his favourite rebels within tattooing, 

artists doing something different with 

their inks. This month he meets Adam 

Willett from Santo Cuervo in London

Discover Adam on the road:

London: The Great British Tattoo Show - 26-27 May 
Social Media

 adamwilletttattoos

 instagram.com/adam_willett_tattoos

REBEL
INC.

I
’ve long been a fan of traditional tattoos, particu-

larly the really authentic stuff. That clean and 

simple execution of an old-school tattoo really 

works for me and, in a way, blackwork appeals for 

similar reasons.

Blackwork is a relatively new term to me and yet it 

seems to have sprung up really quickly as this huge move-

ment. New artists working the style are filling convention 

halls like you wouldn’t believe. Guys like Adam Willett.

“It’s something I’m pretty new to as well,” Adam ad-

mits as we catch up after Tattoo Freeze. “When I started 

working at Santo Cuervo in 2016 I met two great black-

workers, Lucy Frost and Adrian De Largue. Over the last 

year or so they have really inspired me and helped mould 

my style. Having others to discuss techniques with and 

bounce ideas off really helps you grow as an artist.” 

Like me, Adam’s always had a soft spot for old-school 

traditional tattooing, spending most of his apprentice-

ship honing his skills in that area. But with Lucy and 

Adrian’s help, he started to seek out more blackwork on 

social media and the deal was done. “Pieces by Demon 

Dance and Johnny Gloom in particular. I was amazed 

by the use of negative space and how it makes a design 

really stand out on somebody’s skin. I was always a fan 

of sneaking some script into my designs too, and found 

I was amazed by 
the use of negative 

space and how it 
makes a design 

really stand out on 
somebody’s skin
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that artists such as Daniel Kickflip and Anrijs Straume 

displayed a really elegant way of doing this.”

Adam began to create his own take on blackwork, 

throwing some of that old school traditional foundation 

he’d built into the mix - those big, bold lines of his as well 

as his love of flash. “On the face of it, flash does seem a bit 

old fashioned, but I think it’s actually a really important 

part of my job,” he explains. “Finding time to draw the 

things that I want to draw really helps me improve and 

refine my own style. It also guarantees that I always have 

designs available that reflect my current work. Designing 

custom tattoos for people is amazing, don’t get me wrong, 

but I’ve always been an advocate of giving anyone who 

tattoos me as much creative freedom as possible, because 

you always end up with a better piece of work. In my eyes, 

In my eyes, tattoo 
flash is giving the 
artist all of the 
creative freedom
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tattoo flash is giving the artist all of the creative freedom.” 

Adam sees flash as a good thing for the punter as well as 

the tattooer, then. “It’s really bloody hard to decide what 

you want tattooed and I think a lot of people end up blind-

ly following current trends and making Pinterest mood 

boards (please stop). I’ve ended up with so many amazing 

tattoos that I wouldn’t have ever thought of, if not for the 

artist having it available as flash, and it’s a great feeling 

when you discover a design you love.”

He may favour the old-school way of doing things but, 

design-wise, Adam goes for a more contemporary ap-

proach. He takes traditional imagery, such as Jesus, the 

praying hands, the snake and what have you, and he basi-

cally - for want of a better word - fucks with them a little. “I 

just really got sick of seeing everyone walking around with 

exactly the same tattoo,” he laughs. “I suppose fucking 

with them is my middle finger to their lack of originality.”

That’s not to say he doesn’t have respect for those old 

motifs. He describes that kind of iconography within tat-

tooing as classic, in fact, and sees his own take as simply 

building upon its legacy. “When I first start tattooing, I 

was interested in the history behind traditional, how sail-

ors would efectively turn their bodies into passports, col-

lecting ‘stamps’ from the diferent places they’d travelled. 

I think I approach my designs in a similar way. They tend 

to all be palm sized and self-contained with a super bold 

outline, giving them a stamp-like feel and lending to the 

idea that I’m adding to somebody’s ‘collection’.”

Moving away from traditional, and even blackwork, I 

see something else permeating Adam’s work -  a sinister 

quality, maybe. I’m reminded of some of the surrealist 

artists like Dali as well as some of the new wave of fantasy 

horror films such as Pan’s Labyrinth. “I’ve always been 

attracted to things that are slightly odd or macabre so 

I’d say that I’m more inspired by artists like Hieronymus 

Bosch,” Adam tells me. “Bosch painted massive, strange, 

creepy scenes packed with unbelievable detail. They are 

often themed around demons or the occult, and I think 

that sort of imagery is definitely present in some of my 

designs. I’m definitely a huge fan of anything that Guill-

ermo Del Toro is involved with, though. I’ve always been 

a fan of the fantasy genre, but I prefer the dark and gritty 

approach he takes in his films. There isn’t always a happy 

I’ve ended up with so 
many amazing tattoos 
that I wouldn’t have 
ever thought of, if not 
for the artist having 
it available as flash
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ending to the story, and I think a lot of my work also has 

this underlying sadness to it.”

I’m guessing, like many other artists, real life has a role 

to play in inspiring Adam. Looking around the world to-

day, it seems like there’s a lot going on that is, frankly, ter-

rifying. And with social media and Youtube, it can seem 

closer to us than ever before. I’m reminded of my recent 

interview with Anrijs Straume and his flash mega-project 

focusing on the seven deadly sins and, talking with Adam 

now, I wonder how much of what’s going on out there he 

soaks up and spills out through his work.

“You’re right, the world is a pretty scary place! It sounds 

bad but I think that, because it’s SO prevalent, I’ve be-

come a bit desensitised to it all! I wouldn’t necessarily say 

that world events directly influence my work, but it’s defi-

nitely afected the choices of vocabulary I use in certain 

designs. Words such as ‘forgive’, ‘broken’ and ‘save us’ to 

name a few, pretty much sum up my outlook of the world.”

Not that he lets any of what’s going on hold him back. 

Travel is an important part of tattooing for Adam, getting 

out there and seeing the world. It was at Tattoo Freeze in 

sunny Telford where I first saw him but Adam gets fur-

ther afield than that, having worked a show in Costa Rica 

just before Freeze. Like most working artists, he doesn’t 

see any financial return from shows, sometimes ending 

up a couple of hundred quid down. “I don’t think that’s 

the point of conventions though,” he says. “It’s a great 

networking opportunity and you get to meet loads of oth-

er amazing artists from around the world. Being a tattoo 

artist that works a lot from my own flash, it’s also a great 

chance for me to showcase my work to people who may 

have never discovered it.” �

I wouldn’t necessarily 
say that world 
events directly 

influence my work, 
but it’s definitely 

affected the choices 
of vocabulary I use in 

certain designs
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Come one, come all to a weekend of tattooing, alternative entertainment, 
fashion, music and good vibes at The Great British Tattoo Show. 

No egos. No Bullshit. Just cool people, awesome  
entertainment, epic tattoo artists and you guys!

LONDON, WE’RE COMING FOR YOU!
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Rebecca Rimmer interviews one of her favourite UK artists. Arienette Ashman 

presents one woman’s journey into the big (and not so bad at times) tattoo world
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G
et good ink. You know our magazine motto 

well, I’m sure. There’s a damn good reason 

why we push this sentence down your throat 

and it is because the tattoo world is jam-

packed with creative people making stuf that is on fire (in 

a good way). It’s our job here at Skin Deep to make sure 

that fire spreads.

Our process as writers in the digital age goes a little like 

this: we see an online portfolio of an artist, we gaze at photo 

after photo after photo, we become increasingly giddy and 

restless as we discover awesome tattoo after awesome tat-

too from this artist. Lastly, once we’ve calmed down, we 

thank God - that’d be your lovely editor, Siôn Smith, in this 

instance, (I’ll let that comment stand. Ed.)  that we get to 

share this—often previously undiscovered—work with a 

wide audience (that’d be you guys).

The lady getting my knickers in a giddy twist this month 

is the (also lovely) Arienette Ashman who is going to tell 

you today about HER process (which is without a doubt 

much more interesting and complex than mine)…

Let’s kick things off with this gorgeous corner of the 

world. What’s it like where you live? Give us a snapshot of 

Bournemouth, useful for anyone who hopefully will read 

this and visit you in the future.

I actually live on the edge of the New Forest which is about 

45 minutes from work (Stolen Space) because I’m an an-

tisocial hermit! But Bournemouth itself is beautiful. Our 

studio is out of the town centre, which is nice, but a short 

I ’d much rather be capable of 
several subject matters AND get 
good at what I love to do than 
only be able to do one thing 
that is fashionable at the time

TO THE

BATCAVE
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T O  T H E  B A T C A V E

Meet The Artist
Who: Arienette Ashman
Where: Stolen Space, 
Bournemouth, UK (Private 
Studio) + Guest Spots
Tattooing: 8 Years
Instagram: @AATattooer
Favourite Food: Chocolate
Favourite Film: ANYTHING 
Tarantino (and/or Eternal 
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind)
Spirit Animal: Pangolin 
Favourite Place: A cliff 
top I know near Margaret 
River, Australia

5-10 min bus journey or drive would spit you 

out right on the beach—in summer it’s a bless-

ing to be so close! We also have the Oceanari-

um on the seafront which does a lot of conser-

vation work and is a really lovely place to visit. 

One of the words that has always come to 

mind when I see your tattoos is ‘custom’—so 

many of your pieces are designed for your 

customers specifically, with their themes in 

mind. Can you tell me a bit about this process 

and way of working? 

I love working on custom pieces. A lot of peo-

ple will come to me for something based on a 

film or band and often say “but I'm not sure 

how to put it together.” I will ask them what 

they like about the subject specifically, if they 

have favourite quotes, lyrics, objects, imagery, 

etc. and once I have a feel of these things I take 

inspiration and start working on composition. 

Sometimes people are very clear on what 

they want to include, and that can sometimes 

be diicult, if someone insisted on including 

a very long quote that didn’t fit, for example. 

But most of the time once I speak to my cus-

tomers about what does and doesn’t work, 

they are really receptive and happy for me to 

decide what is best.

When someone sees their finished design 

or tattoo for the first time and says something 

like “this is so much better than I ever imag-

ined!”—THAT is the big reward. Seeing them 

leave with a smile makes me feel like I am ac-

tually OK at what I do!

Your work is also very versatile and you’ve 

accomplished so many different styles—why 

did you decide to work in this way?

My apprenticeship was in a very busy street 

shop with a good reputation so it was instilled 

in me right from the get-go to be able to do 

almost anything to a good standard. As we 

were always busy I had to get good at drawing 

different things right off the bat. I think the 

industry has changed now and artists can do 

just fine specialising in one particular style. 

I think that’s a good progression—there isn’t 

that pressure to be such a ‘jack of all trades’. 

I’m definitely grateful for having learnt so 

many things artistically. I’d much rather be 

capable of several subject matters AND get 

good at what I love to do than only be able to 

do one thing that is fashionable at the time. 

Now I tend to focus more of a traditional and 

neo-traditional path if I can, but at the end of 

the day the customer is the focus for every-

thing. If I can create something for someone 

to a high standard that we both love, that is the 

most important thing. 

What are some of your favourite things to 

tattoo? I love your bats and moths!

Thank you! I ADORE tattooing animals, par-

ticularly bats! When I draw, I always give my 

animals weird names and backstories and 

share them online by ‘putting them up for 

adoption’, so people sometimes email me ask-

ing to ‘join The Battoo Club’—it’s become an 

ongoing joke that I’m often ‘recruiting’!

Anything spooky is also such a great sub-

ject matter to me, I love including tarot cards, 

Ouija planchettes and things like that. Any-

thing from the occult is really interesting to 

me—when I tattoo bunches of herbs and crys-

tals for example I’m very aware of which herbs 

and what the crystals represent. 

I also love doing subtle music, film, TV 

show and wrestling tattoos, the kind that you 

wouldn’t necessarily recognise unless you were 

a fan yourself. I’ve had people email me saying 

they’ve made new friends due to their tattoo 

starting a conversation—the thought of some-

thing I made forging friendships and getting 

people talking together fills me with happiness. 

That’s awesome! I definitely want to hear 

more about your occult tattoos and interests 

The thought of something I made forging friendships and 
getting people talking together fills me with happiness
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Arienette’s Tattoo Inspirations

Justin Morris (@justinsst) 
and Amy Billing (@
amybillingtattoo), colleagues 
at Stolen Space, Bournemouth

Jo Black (@missjoblacktattoos), 
owner of Black Moon Tattoos, 
Frome (plus the whole of 
the Black Moon family)

Arran Victory (@arranv.
tattoos), Asgard, Southampton

Sydney Dyer (@
sydneydyertattooer), Canada

Jean Le Roux (@jeanleroux), 
Black Garden, London

sarily be the case for a portrait artist for exam-

ple but I’ve seen good traditional tattoos that 

have been let down by bad line-work and it’s 

such a shame. 

And what makes a bad tattoo?!

Bad line-work! Also known as, tattoos that 

haven’t been designed with the years to come 

in mind. There are a lot of tattoos being made 

now that look great fresh but when they heal, 

they don’t live up to looking good in 6 months 

(never mind 10 years!) down the line. It’s im-

portant to tattoo with an idea of how you want 

your tattoo to look for years to come because 

the person you’re putting it on will be wearing 

it for the rest of the time they’re around!

What is the biggest challenge for a tattooist 

working in the 21st century?

I’d have to say the over-saturation of the tattoo 

industry is the biggest challenge. There are so 

many people barely into an apprenticeship 

It’s important to tattoo with an idea of how you 
want your tattoo to look for years to come 
because the person you’re putting it on will be 
wearing it for the rest of the time they’re around!

(some of this I know myself already as we’ve 

geeked out together before about tarot).

Ever since I was a kid I’ve always been super 

curious about everything and for some rea-

son the occult along with Paganism and Wicca 

really interested me. There’s just something 

about that side of things that really speaks to 

me. I’m not overly influenced by a particular 

line of religion or spirituality but I like to take 

little pieces of information from all over. I feel 

tarot cards for example are not to be taken lit-

erally but act as a channel for signs perhaps you 

aren’t paying attention to. Sometimes when a 

client comes to me asking for a tattoo includ-

ing tarot cards and crystals but isn’t sure which 

cards or which crystals they want to include, 

I’ll ask them what their favourites are and pick 

out what I think represents them best. 

If you could tattoo anything on me right now, 

what would it be?

Something cute but creepy. I’d recruit you into 

The Battoo Club! 

What makes a good tattoo?

Good line-work. Working in traditional and 

neo-traditional styles, I always think that a 

tattoo is made by good line-work so I encour-

age people to look at that when deciding if a 

tattoo artist is for them. This wouldn’t neces-
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Arienette’s Non-Tattoo 
Inspirations
DIY punk scene and 
hand-drawn flyers
Webcomic artists such as Mitch 
Clem (who created NN2S)
Graphic Designer 
Rockets are Red
Caravaggio
Rembrandt

who throw their toys out the pram—the next 

thing you know they’ve opened a studio and 

have their own apprentice. These occurrences 

are watering down the industry in a big way 

because these people will undercut other art-

ists every which-way. They’re happy to put shit 

on people for pennies and unfortunately peo-

ple still hold onto that “it was only a tenner!” 

mind-set. Good tattoos aren’t cheap and cheap 

tattoos aren’t good! It cannot be said enough. A 

good tattoo doesn’t have to cost the earth but 

you should be willing to invest in a good artist 

as much as you are a new pair of Nike trainers. 

The tattoo will last longer, I promise. 

Social media is also such a blessing and a 

curse. It’s great for reaching new people but 

also it adds to the “I want it now” mentality. 

Some people can be really demanding and 

rude online. I miss people picking up the 

phone and calling the studio.

Which one word would you use to describe 

your journey in the tattoo world so far?

HARD. Tattooing has been the biggest learn-

ing curve of my life. It has taught me so much 

more than just how to tattoo—it has quite 

literally redefined every aspect of my life in a 

very positive way. I owe a lot of who I am as a 

person purely to tattooing, it has made me a 

better person as well as a better artist. �

T O  T H E  B A T C A V E

I owe a lot of who I am as a person purely to tattooing, it 
has made me a better person as well as a better artist
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FaMoUs
LaSt
WoRdS
I’ve been thinking a lot about tattooing culture and music culture, lately, and 

how similar they are. I remember, when I first got into ink, having that same 

fervour for it that I had for the first songs I heard that spoke to me, the bands 

I got into as a kid. I guess there’s the same kind of identity politics at play: 

Y
ou don’t just listen to music, you assimilate it. 

Music lives and breathes within you, perme-

ating through every aspect of your life – how 

you think, how you act, how you dress, what 

you feel about the world around you. Music is the very 

epitome of wearing your heart on your sleeve. And it’s the 

same with tattooing. Only with tattooing, you actually get 

to wear a heart on your sleeve. 

Felix Seele gets this and so do his clients. As one of a 

new wave of artists putting out script tattoos, the twenty 

seven year old Berliner is often thinking about music. 

“Music was my first true love,” he tells me. “It influences 

you in all kinds of ways. It teaches you, becoming part of 

your personality. It lifts you up, helps when you’re down. I 

think everyone who feels music like I do knows this.”

Lots of Felix’s clients want their favourite lyrics tat-

tooed and he can relate to that – he has many lyric tattoos, 

himself. “I like to meet people that are passionate about 

something and want to put that in their tattoo. I‘m vegan 

and have a lot of vegan customers and this shared passion 

brings us together. You know what the other thinks and 

it makes you feel more convicted in your choice, more 
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F A M O U S  L A S T  W O R D S

comfortable; I love that. It‘s the same with protest tat-

toos: tattoos against racism, homophobia, sexism and all 

that other shit I hate.”

For Felix, most of us rebels just want to feel a connec-

tion, a sense of community, and there’s nothing better 

than ink for achieving that. With tattooing, there’s an 

iconoclastic vibe that’s similar to music culture, particu-

larly within the punk rock, metal and hardcore scenes – 

many of whose fans Felix tattoos. And of course, as with 

music, it’s a two-way street. “My mood definitely plays a 

role. I can‘t hide how I feel about a tat-

too or how I feel about the text some-

one wants to get tattooed, and that 

influences the design and execution 

of the tattoo for sure.”

The strength of this feeling, the intensity of it, is evi-

dent within Felix’s work. Aesthetically, I’m reminded of 

the Nordic black metal scene. There’s a thicker, heavier 

feel to much of his script that echoes what’s used within 

that genre of music; it looks chaotic, aggressive. At other 

times, we see more of an elegant, calligraphy vibe: lots of 

highlights, using the space in between the text as much 

as the text itself to create an efect. For Felix, it’s all about 

how the ink works with the skin. “I don‘t care, really, if 

someone can read a script tattoo or not. The placement 

I CaN‘T HiDe HoW I FeEl AbOuT A TaTtOo 
Or HoW I FeEl AbOuT ThE TeXt SoMeOnE 
WaNtS To GeT TaTtOoEd, AnD ThAt In-
FlUeNcEs ThE DeSiGn AnD ExEcUtIoN 
Of ThE TaTtOo FoR SuRe
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and how it flows with the body, how it works with the per-

son wearing the tattoo, is more important.”

This sense of collaboration flows through everything 

Felix does. And not just the artist to the client, it’s in how 

he relates to other artists, too, the respect he has for his 

peers. He’s reluctant to name the artists who inspire him 

lest he leave someone out. But 

when we get talking about collabo-

rations – surely the most intimate 

way of showing respect for a fel-

low artist – a couple of names in 

particular come up. “I would work 

with Prokas Lampas on painting 

some stuf because this guy is just 

doing an amazing job. Or guys like 

Anrijs Straume, who’s a kind of idol to me.” He waves his 

hand. “There are too many.” 

For Felix, collaborations are important because they 

open an artist up to other things. This is something that 

appeals to him as he’s keen to mix in a variety of styles and 

genres to his own work. He doesn’t want to be the script 

I DoN‘T CaRe, ReAlLy, If SoMeOnE CaN 
ReAd A ScRiPt TaTtOo Or NoT. ThE 
PlAcEmEnT AnD HoW It FlOwS WiTh ThE 
BoDy, HoW It WoRkS WiTh ThE PeRsOn 
WeArInG ThE TaTtOo, Is MoRe ImPoRtAnT
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guy. He doesn’t even just want to be the blackwork guy, 

he’s open to everything – recently he’s started working 

on neo-traditional and mandala designs. For me, much of 

his wider tattoo work, the non-script stuf, has an almost 

medieval vibe to it. I'm reminded of the Rider Waite tarot 

deck designs, the quietly and beautifully sinister look and 

feel of those illustrations on the cards, and wonder if this 

is the kind of thing he gets inspired by. 

“I always love to draw something occult and dark,” he 

tells me. “Something that is evil on one hand but beautiful 

on the other. I also like to draw stuf which is not so super 

typical within its style or to combine things that make the 

tattoo unique. I get inspired by mystic animals or old fairy 

tales, by costume builders for fantasy movies and also, of 

course, Mother Nature herself.”

Again, I’m reminded of music. Bands like Zeppelin or 

Sabbath dabbling in the occult. Robert Leroy Johnson, 

the guitar player who sold his soul to the devil at the Mis-

sissippi crossroads. This morbid curiosity, this pursuit of 

the darker forms of muse out there, is as much a part of 

tattooing as it is within music. That chasing of the dream, 

hitting the road, going from convention to convention, 

city to city. The comparison goes on and on. 

It’s a romantic lifestyle, that of the musician and the 

artist, but it’s far from easy. “I just wanted to tattoo be-

cause that’s what I love to do the most,” Felix says. “Hon-

estly, I started with small dreams in tattooing. Sure, I 

wanted to see the world and this job gives me the perfect 

base for that. But it was and still is hard work. I’ve learned 

that nothing is handed to you in life, you have to earn it.”

And he’s sure as hell earned it. �

F A M O U S  L A S T  W O R D S

NoThInG Is HaNdEd To YoU In 
LiFe, YoU HaVe To EaRn It
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FOR A WHILE I WAS 
VERY INTO NEW SCHOOL 

TATTOOING BUT IT 
SEEMED LIKE NO ONE 
WANTED THAT STYLE 

WHERE I WAS, SO I DIDN’T 
TATTOO VERY MUCH OF IT
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Photographic representations of the past haunt our current consciousness. 

We stare longingly at photographs, hoping to take in as much intricate 

detail as possible. In doing so we attempt to study each line and shape, to 

realise every texture, to consume every displayed emotion available…

I
n turn, subtle gestures and 

nuances can be picked apart; 

leading us to know more 

about the subject than we 

ever did before. Ben Kaye’s re-

alistic tattoos are so detailed, so 

photographically accurate, that 

we mimic our process of photo-

graphic observation in reading his 

work. His attention to rendering 

small details and his realisation of 

compositional depth brings life to 

each portrait on the skin. We un-

knowingly compare his subjects to 

their real life counterparts or their 

appearance in a film, looking for 

specific features that might some-

how belie their authenticity. But 

we cannot; Kaye’s tattoos are faultless. The tattooist’s art-

istry ensures that his clients’ skin acts as a flawless mir-

ror, reflecting back a visual representation that will catch 

anyone of guard.

YOU WORK IN A REALISTIC STYLE, WHAT LED YOU TO 

FOLLOW THIS PATH OF TATTOOING? 

Realistic tattoos always blow my mind, I enjoy looking at 

them and trying to work out how someone did that, I still 

do. I remember when I first saw some of Mike DeVries (@

mikedevries) work in a magazine, he tattooed this insane 

cow portrait, and it was so impressive. Not long after that 

I got hold of his book ‘Let's Be Realistic’ and it made real-

ism feel a lot more achievable for me. At the time I had 

only been in the trade a few years, not around anyone who 

tattooed like that or even close. I 

started slipping small realistic ele-

ments into cherry creek flash, re-

alistic roses into tribal bands, and 

it’s built over the years into what I 

do today.

HAVE YOU EVER EXPERIMENTED 

WITH OTHER FORMS OF 

TATTOOING? WHAT MADE YOU 

DECIDE TO NOT FOLLOW THESE 

TATTOOING STYLES?

I tattooed almost every style, some 

better than others! I’ve only really 

specialised in realism for three to 

four years, before that I worked 

in street shops and tattooed what 

walked in. I feel like everything I 

did had a little bit of a realistic tint to it, a bit more round-

ed and three-dimensional than if someone who did that 

style for a living would do. For a while I was very into 

New School tattooing but it seemed like no one wanted 

that style where I was, so I didn’t tattoo very much of it. 

Because of the outlines and neon under lighting I add 

into the more custom work (snake hand, tattoo machine 

hands, knife hand) I’ve been told I’m a New School artist 

masquerading as a realistic artist, I kind of like that. 

ARE YOU TATTOOED WITH REALISTIC TATTOOS? OR DO 

YOU ENJOY BEING TATTOOED WITH DIFFERENT STYLES?

I've got a few realistic portraits, Lana Del Rey by Mick 

Squires (@micksquires), Javier Bardem from ‘No Coun-

try for old Men’ by Carlos Rojas (@crojasart), an old man W
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smoking a cigar by Matt Jordan (@mattjordantattoo). 

Hopefully this year Matt's going to do my front piece. One 

style I haven't tattooed is Traditional. It's a style I just 

can’t draw; it’s deceivingly complex, all the rules and the 

cool things people do that make it their own. I really en-

joy it so I get more traditional tattoos than realistic ones.

WAS THE TRANSITION OF DRAWING PORTRAITS ON PAPER 

TO THE SKIN AN EASY ONE? WHAT DIFFERENCES ARE THERE 

BETWEEN THE TWO WHEN MAKING REALISTIC PORTRAITS?

I did some art in college back in England but not por-

traits. I haven't actually done a portrait either in painting 

or drawing for as long as I can remember. The paintings 

I have done are tattooed related and not portraits. I feel 

like that's something I should correct. 

THE ATTENTION TO DETAIL IN YOUR WORK IS STUNNINGLY 

AUTHENTIC; SKIN TEXTURES LOOK UNCANNILY REAL AND 

EYES STARE OUT OF YOUR DESIGNS AS THOUGH THEY 

ARE TRANSFIXED IN ANOTHER’S GAZE, WHAT GOES INTO 

MAKING SUCH REALISTIC TATTOOS? 

Thank you that’s a great compliment, I try to think a lot 

about not just tattooing but also the shape and structure 

of what I’m tattooing. For example, how eyes sit in their 

sockets and the muscle structures of the surrounding 

area. Studying the reference image before and during tat-

tooing is a big part of tattooing anything from nature. 

DO YOU ATTEND GALLERIES OR RESEARCH IN ART BOOKS 

TO FIND CREATIVE INSPIRATION FOR YOUR TATTOO WORK?

I love galleries and museums for inspiration. I just fin-

ished a brilliant book about the life of Caravaggio. It was 

amazing going into all the surrounding religious, eco-

nomic and social elements of the time that directly influ-

enced his work. I didn’t think an artist’s biography could 

be so captivating and also so inspiring!

WHAT OTHER TATTOOISTS THAT WORK WITH REALISM DO 

YOU PARTICULARLY ADMIRE?

So many, I’ll just name a few. I’ve been a big fan of Boris 

Tatoo (@boristattoo) for years. The way he thinks is in-

sane, he’s always doing something new and interesting, 

it’s very inspiring. Dmitriy Samohin’s (@dmitirysamo-

hin) work is always a pleasure to look at, and just as much 

fun to try and work out how he technically creates his 

work. Jacob Sheield’s (@jacobsheieldtattoos) produc-

es some awesome work with an insane amount of atten-

tion to detail.

YOUR PORTRAITS RANGE FROM SUPERHEROES AND 

HORROR ICONS TO POPSTARS AND TV CHARACTERS, 

WHICH ONES DO YOU THINK MAKE THE MOST 

CAPTIVATING TATTOOS?

I’d say the cult classics that we all grew up with are the 

ones that really resonate with people. I wish I did more 

horror related portraits. The blood, texture and lighting 

of these sort of tattoos is always the best. 

REALISM REQUIRES ARTISTRY PRECISION, HOW DO YOU 

ENSURE YOU DO NOT MAKE MISTAKES IN YOUR WORK? 

Realism has a lot to do with precision; there are certain 

steps I take to ensure accuracy, like having a good solid 

stencil. Also a great high quality reference image is super 

important. The tattoo will only ever be as good as the ref-

erence image.

I IMAGINE THERE IS A GREATER AMOUNT OF PRESSURE 

TO ENSURE REALISTIC TATTOOS ARE AS ACCURATE AS 

POSSIBLE AS THEY CAN BE VISUALLY COMPARED TO 

THEIR LIVING COUNTERPARTS, HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH 

THIS PRESSURE?

When I started tattooing portraits I found that kind of 

pressure immense and often too much but with time I’ve 

relaxed a lot. I’m trying to get as close to the original im-

age as I can in my style. I’m not trying to get it 100% ac-

curate, that's never going to happen. It's never going to be 

perfect, it’s handmade.

ARE THERE CERTAIN INKS YOU USE THAT GIVE YOU THAT 

LIFELIKE SKIN TONE YOU REQUIRE? 

I use the Fusion Ink brand because their range is insane, 

they're easy to work with and heal so well. The Fusion Ink 

Flesh Tones set is good if you’re looking for a base to start 

with. Also Nikko Hurtado's Blush, Bone and Red Velvet 

are great. I go through phases; I was super into the Dark 

Skin Tone ink a while back, using Foundation Flesh as a 

base to mix up and down, which was a lot of fun!

S M O K E  A N D  M I R R O R S
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ONE STYLE I 
HAVEN'T TATTOOED 

IS TRADITIONAL. 
IT'S A STYLE I JUST 

CAN’T DRAW; 
IT’S DECEIVINGLY 

COMPLEX, ALL 
THE RULES AND 

THE COOL THINGS 
PEOPLE DO THAT 

MAKE IT THEIR OWN
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I WISH I DID MORE HORROR RELATED PORTRAITS. 
THE BLOOD, TEXTURE AND LIGHTING OF THESE SORT 
OF TATTOOS IS ALWAYS THE BEST

S M O K E  A N D  M I R R O R S
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HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT MIXING INKS TO ENSURE THAT 

CORRECT HUMAN SKIN TONE CAN BE ACHIEVED?

The few above are a great start but skin tones are just like 

any other colours. I start with a mid-tone that matches 

close enough to the photo, tinting and mixing it in whichev-

er way it needs to go. Whether it's a nice grey to dark purple 

or into a blush or cantaloupe. A lot of people I talk to think 

there's a set formula I stick to or a list I live by but there's 

not. Every face is diferent, I think my palette should be 

too; it's good to experiment and see what happens. 

HOW DO YOU ENSURE YOUR TATTOOS CONTAIN AN 

ELEMENT OF DEPTH?

First I study my reference a lot and pay close attention to 

the blacks making sure that the basic black structure is 

solid and in the right place. Secondly, I pay just as much 

attention to the shape and tones within the larger shad-

ows. Sounds silly but concentrating specifically on the 

shadows within a shadow. That’s where so much of the 

depth can be found. Lastly, I focus on the lighter half of 

the tattoo making sure that’s boosted and that the whole 

piece has a good level of contrast. 

I NOTICE IN MANY OF YOUR TATTOOS THE PLACEMENT OF 

AN IMAGINED LIGHT SOURCE IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 

FOR CREATING TEXTURE AND DEPTH, HOW DO YOU 

DECIDE WHERE THIS LIGHT SOURCE SHOULD BE 

POSITIONED?

With portraits from movies, TV etc, you’re kind of stuck 

with the lighting. Playing around with images like that 

normally doesn’t work out great; they always end up look-

ing a bit of. I do take my own reference photography for 

custom work. If I can get my hands on it I’ll take the pho-

tos for the tattoo. It’s super fun and very freeing. With lots 

of pieces I’m stuck with what movie posters I can find or 

whatever Google images has but taking my own photog-

raphy reduces compositional limitations, it allows me to 

tailor images to an idea instead of the other way round. 

I’ve recently started a sleeve based on mental illness con-

sisting of five faces showing diferent emotions. We hired 

a model so all the faces could be the same person. It was 

a lot of fun playing with diferent lighting efects, mixed 

with extreme facial expressions. I’ve done a lot of skull 

photography in the last few months too, that’s more to 

study the texture side of things but also playing around 

with diferent colour filters. 

THERE IS A CERTAIN MAGICAL QUALITY IN SEEING A 

PORTRAIT THAT IS REALISTIC, WHY DO YOU THINK YOUR 

CLIENTS ENJOY GETTING TATTOOS SUCH AS THESE?

For the client it’s all about the subject and who that per-

son is and what they represent, whether it’s the actual 

person or if it’s a representation of a certain time in the 

client's life. Maybe they just want a super detailed Star 

Wars tattoo to show their afection for the franchise.

WHAT PORTRAITS DO YOU FIND PARTICULARLY 

CHALLENGING TO COMPLETE?

Deceased family members are the toughest and often the 

most rewarding, I’m a lot pickier about taking on family 

portraits. The image has to be perfect, and often that's 

one of the biggest challenges with family members. Good 

advice, take lots of good, well-lit photos of loved ones! All 

portraits have their own challenges but the most chal-

lenging one I’ve done from memory was the Walter White 

tattoo. The wrinkles around the eyes were diicult to tat-

too, mixed in with the hand pushing up his forehead made 

it a super hard, long day. But it was definitely worth it in 

the end but a challenge to say the least. 

ARE THERE ANY SPECIFIC PORTRAITS THAT YOU WOULD 

LIKE TO TATTOO IN THE FUTURE?

Yeah I’d love to do a Terminator or any Arnold 

Schwarzenegger tattoo. There are so many 80’s movie pro-

tagonists I would love to tattoo. The lighting and style of 

those movies are great and will make for a rad tattoo. Hon-

estly I’m pretty open to suggestions apart from Batman’s 

Joker, I’ve just about hit my limit on tattooing the Joker! 

WHAT DOES TATTOOING MEAN TO YOU?

Tattooing for me is life, it’s defined my journey the last 

ten years and if the Gods allow it, hopefully ten more.
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Nicky Connor travels into the mind of artist Gaston Tonus:

I 
have always liked to alter and transform the shape 

and feel of things around me. It was kind of a prod-

uct of my environment as a teenager really. I want-

ed desperately to have my own tattoos, but in the 

late 1980s there weren’t that many tattoo artists where 

I lived. So, to remedy this, I got together some essential 

materials and gave myself some very basic and primitive 

tattoos in the style that reflected the kind of stuf being 

worn by punk rockers or sailors of the time. Although I’ve 

now been tattooing for many years since that initially 

reckless decision. 

I was certainly interested in art in during high school, 

and later I went on to study graphic design in Buenos 

Aires, which is incidentally, the city where I was born. De-

spite formally studying graphic design, I have somehow 

always felt more connected to the surreal side of art. I had 

a lot of jobs before I was a tattooist, you name it, I’ve done 

it.  Of course, given my studies, I have worked as a graphic 

designer, but I've also had a lot of jobs not related to art. 

This period of my life wasn't so memorable, but it did 

make me appreciate the importance of having a relation-

ship with the real world beyond the bubble of art and per-

haps the most notable thing I've done outside of tattoo-

ing was being in a quite prominent Argentina band called 

NoD, and I was the lead singer, guitarist and songwriter. 

NoD were a popular industrial rock band and we took a 

lot of influence from groups like Deftones, Tool, and A 

Perfect Circle, along with nods towards the darkwave of 

the 80s and the more alternative sound of the 90s. Today, 

I only really play music as a hobby, but I do miss singing. 

Maybe in the future I will form a new band, who knows? 

I have so many musical influences and I enjoy tons of 

different genres but some of my go-tos would be Tool, 

Deftones, The Cure, KSE, alternative 90’s rock bands like 

Stone Temple Pilots, Alice in Chains, and contemporary 

bands like Cult of Luna, Karnivool, Chelsea Wolfe, Angelo 

Badalamenti, the list could go on and on.

I started tattooing 20 years ago, I taught myself dur-

ing a time tattooing was still somewhat marginalised, 

easily-accessible supplies were almost non-existent and 

information was really poor. Back then, guiding influ-

ences were hard to come by in 

the industry and everything was 

much more primitive. I moved 

to Europe because there’s so 

gaxtattoo@gmail.com    gaston_tonus    gastontonus
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Fell on
Black Days

I have always liked to alter and transform 
the shape and feel of things around me.
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F E L L  O N  B L A C K  D A Y S

much more inspiration all around me, both in Germany 

and across Europe, it’s everywhere. Sadly, back in Argen-

tina, I think the culture has changed too much in recent 

times, and not in a good way. 

You can clearly see how interest in music and all kinds 

of art has taken a general downturn. Plus, prior to leaving, 

I always felt a little bit like I didn’t belong. With regard to 

tattooing, I also think clients in Europe are much more 

open to new ideas and creative challenges. I currently 

have a private studio based in Wiesbaden, Germany, but I 

also really enjoy the independence of being my own boss, 

so I often travel around Europe guesting at notable stu-

dios. Also, these days I can enjoy the benefits of artistic 

inspiration and modern technology while trying to main-

tain that primitive essence through my designs.’

CHAOS & STYLE

I suppose I would describe 

my style as ‘chaotic’, but it's 

a chaos that couldn't exist 

without a both a mental and 

a structural order in my work 

environment. I think my style can be viewed as graphic, 

but it also has elements of primitivism and surrealism 

and of course, we can also simply call it blackwork. I've 

never really thought of labelling my work, but if pressed 

I'd probably go with something like ‘graphic chaos’. 

Working in my style, I really love to create a mixture 

of strong, accurate linework and more loose, energetic 

sketchy lines, which both balance in the design through 

a chaotic harmony. I also like to combine the modern ele-

ments with the old too, mixing human faces with animals 

or more organic natural elements. Usually, my outlines 

are bold, while internal aspects have a lot of details and 

are formed with a variety of diferent textures, sketchy 

lines, etching, stippling and dotwork. The predominant-

ly blackwork choice is totally intentional. It’s not that I 

I moved to Europe because there’s so much 
more inspiration all around me, both in 
Germany and across Europe, it’s everywhere.
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don’t appreciate seeing col-

our good tattoos, but I genu-

inely love working with just 

black due to the extreme 

contrast it always provides. 

Also, on those occasions 

when I do use colour in my work I tend to feel that the 

final piece loses the ‘classical vintage look’ I’m often look-

ing to achieve.

My design work is directly inspired by the creative 

power of giants like Picasso, Max Ernst, Dali, Odilon Re-

don, Francis Bacon, and many more. But it’s not limited 

to just abstract expressionism, symbolism, and surreal-

ism, I also find plenty of inspiration in modern art too. 

For example, the work of artists like Marion Peck, Mark 

Ryden, Robert Williams, but, I really don’t like some of 

the variants of modern minimalist art - art that creates 

a picture with only two lines. Personally speaking, as an 

artist, that approach represents a meaningless and fake 

idea of what art is, from my point of view, art has to some-

how be an exaltation of beauty.

My first influence is nature I think, in nature, I find per-

fection. Beyond that classic art and I take many influenc-

es from the land of music and I’m also a big fan of movie 

aesthetics and visionary directors such as David Lynch, 

David Cronenberg, Stanley Kubrick and others, I'm also 

drawn to photography and European post-war era post-

ers, back when art was used to influence the minds of peo-

ple and shape their behaviour. During that time colour 

and graphics were used in a rough and direct way, today 

I would describe my style as ‘chaotic’, but it's a 
chaos that couldn't exist without a both a mental 
and a structural order in my work environment.
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I dedicate a lot of time to meditating and 

visualising my designs before I take them 

to paper (or iPad) and I think this is the per-

fect way to think about what you’re doing in 

many aspects of life. I think, the key to al-

most everything is always related to taking 

the time to gain the right perspective.

I also do lots of other things outside tattooing, for example, I still 

have a passion to create other types of art and I'm a natural-born 

researcher. I really enjoy examining the real shape of our planet, 

I love this enclosed system that we live in and how everything 

works synchronously inside the planet. I find the idea of Geo-

centrism fascinating (that the world is the fixed center of the uni-

verse), I love painting, reading dark poetry and making music too. 

THE FUTURE

To be honest, I really enjoy the way I’m able to work at the 

moment. There are loads of benefits connected with having a 

private studio, not least in that it allows me much more time 

to be creative at my own pace. Plus, I can focus more person-

ally on each design, customer and tattoo session. I don’t like 

to have more than one customer per day and this really ena-

bles me to dedicate all my energies to them. Having a private 

studio also allows me to travel and work guest spots in difer-

ent studios, which means I can meet great artists and clients 

beyond my own studio space. �

F E L L  O N  B L A C K  D A Y S

everything is more subtle. 

There are thousands of artists who inspire me, 

Hieronymus Bosch, Alberto Breccia, Gustave Dore, 

Francis Bacon, Mark Ryden, M.C. Escher, Caravaggio, 

Adam Jones (Tool guitarist and video clip director), a 

lot of the illustrators from Fierro (an 80’s Argentin-

ian magazine). Then there's Kaka, Baudelaire, Poe, 

so many. I'm always curious and I keep on searching 

for further inspiration everywhere. 

I usually draw compulsively, and I have literally 

thousands of want to do, designs that are available 

for my clients to choose from. However, sometimes 

they ofer up their own personal ideas and I'll take on 

those projects too if I they fit with my style. Like most 

passionate artists I’m working constantly to be better 

every day. I’m not a conformist by nature and I’m al-

ways thinking about how I can hone and develop my 

skills to help improve both my tattoo style and my 

work as an artist in general. 

My design work is directly inspired by 
the creative power of giants like Picasso, 
Max Ernst, Dali, Odilon Redon, 
Francis Bacon, and many more.
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WWW.ELLIERICHMOND.CO.UK

ELLIERICHMONDTATTOO@HOTMAIL.CO.UKELLIE RICHMOND
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OLDSMITHYTATTOO@GMAIL.COM

INSTAGRAM.COM/HOLLIEMAYTATTOOISTHOLLIE MAY WALL
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JIMMYSCRIBBL3@GMAIL.COM

INSTAGRAM.COM/JIMMY_SCRIBBLEJIMMY SCRIBBLE
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KENLAR.SAKETATTOOCREW@GMAIL.COM

INSTAGRAM.COM/KENLAR_SAKETATTOOCREWKENLAR
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AUBERSUBJEKT@GMAIL.COM

INSTAGRAM.COM/KOFI_DEUXMILLEKOFI
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LEANAHONTATOUAGE@GMAIL.COM

LEANAHON.COMLEA NAHON
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LEA & KOFI COLLABORATIONS
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THROUGHMYTHIRDEYE.COM

THROUGHMYTHIRDEYE@OUTLOOK.COMMATT PETTIS
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FACEBOOK.COM/MIEZ.WARSMIEZWARS
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THROUGHMYTHIRDEYE.COM

THROUGHMYTHIRDEYE@OUTLOOK.COMMOWGLI
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PAULGINGETATTOOS@GMAIL.COM

INSTAGRAM.COM/PAUL_GINGE_TATTOOSPAUL 'GINGE' REED
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PAULTLBT.COM

HELLO@PAULTLBT.COMPAUL TALBOT
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RICHARDMULLANEY@BTINTERNET.COM

ELECTRICKICKSTATTOOSTUDIO.CO.UKRICHARD MULLANEY
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INSTAGRAM.COM/TOMMY_OH

TOMMYOHTATTOOER@GMAIL.COMTOMMY OH
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Jordan Genigeski pays devotion to his muse Egon 

Schiele through lovingly playing with the stylistic 

techniques and aesthetics of the artist’s work. 

Genigeski’s tattooed women, wide-eyed with long 

unruly hair, seem transient in nature, their bodies 

caught in a brief flow of erotic movement…

T
attoos truly become fine art pieces in the hand/machine of Geni-

geski. With the recent revival of preserving tattooed skin for future 

generations (i.e. at the Wellcome Trust) to culturally revisit the 

historical practice of tattooing, it is essential that we now begin to 

archive the work of tattoo artists today. So that the tattoos of someone like 

Genigeski, who works within the traditions of a fine art practice, can be cat-

alogued for prosperity. Predominately this proposed archive of flesh would 

demonstrate to future cultural historians how the practice of tattooing could 

be considered as one of fine art. A collection that would point to the masters 

of the fine art world, and how they have played a significant role in influencing 

and developing the work of tattoo artists today. Demonstrating how paint and 

canvas is no greater art form than that of skin and ink.

Your work exudes a romantic sensibility, what led you to tattoo 

in this way? 

I believe romance to be a universal language. It spans across time and culture. 

Notably, the Romanticism era thrived on an emphasis on emotion and indi-

vidualism. I take a lot from that period, in the sense that I strive to create art-

work that touches people on an emotional level. I think people crave things 

they can relate to, something they can really understand. This leads me to the 

conclusion that romantic art is immensely powerful.

Did you draw on paper before moving on to tattoos? 

Yes. Starting from childhood, through University, to the present, pen and 

paper have always been my most important vehicles for personal sanity. It's 

given me a place to get my ideas down before they vanish. Whilst also allow-

ing me the freedom to express myself through the subject, the process, the 

meaning, the emotion and seeing myself in every piece. I've always had a very 

illustrative touch to my art; very loose inking. I tend to remind myself almost 

everyday that I am an artist before I am a tattoo artist. It's always been apart 
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I tend to remind myself almost 
everyday that I am an artist before I 

am a tattoo artist
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T H E  M U S E

of who I am. Transitioning to tattooing was just another 

medium. Pen turns to machine, paper turns to skin.

Do you still continue a drawing practice outside 

of your daily tattoo work? What are the benefits 

of keeping up a drawing practice outside of daily 

working commitments? 

Every. Single. Day. I draw for personal and professional 

pleasure. I believe that it's extremely important to sharp-

en a skill such as art by creating every day. Create as much 

as you can. You can't truly master any practice without at-

tempting 10,000 times. Keeping up on a drawing practice 

outside of my work commitments keeps me creating art 

for me and staying true to who I am as an artist.

Clearly you are inspired by the work of Egon 

Schiele, what is it about this artist’s work that in-

spires you to work in a similar stylistic manner?

Schiele is obviously an important influence on so many 

artists, myself included. His work expresses the human 

body, the figure, in such a stylistic manner; it is so refresh-

ing to see. The twisting nature and the expressive line qual-

ity is beautiful. His work displays raw sexuality expressed 

through nude figures and naked self-portraits. Figurative 

artists, including Schiele, are always artists that I regularly 

look to for inspiration and personal drive. Hands and feet 

are parts of the body that I absolutely admire. So subtle, 

such dire limbs, both physically and figuratively. Schiele 

portrays these in such a distinct manner, setting his work 

undeniably apart from other artists in a beautiful way.

You have even tattooed a Schiele work, was this a 

daunting experience tattooing a work by your muse?

Yes. Tattooing another person's artwork is always a very 

daunting process. However, comparing a fine artist's 

work to a strict tattoo artist’s work is slightly diferent. I 

would never replicate another tattoo artist's work. That 

is their lively-hood and their hard work put into creat-

ing their own name and style. Translating Schiele's work 

Create as much as you can. 
You can't truly master 
any practice without 
attempting 10,000 times
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onto skin honestly wasn't very diicult technically, but 

was more mentally challenging than anything. I person-

ally have a hard time replicating anything without put-

ting my personal touch into it. I will do a hyper-realistic 

portrait, which is an exact copy, and people will still point 

out to me that they can tell it has my touch. So, I think 

it was more nerve-racking to be able to replicate his art-

work and to do proper justice to him.

What other tattooists do you particularly admire 

that work with a similar aesthetic?

There are so many artists I am enthralled and inspired 

by. Ivan Golubev (@ioan_nkmy) is one person that imme-

diately comes to mind stylistically. His work is marvellous 

and unsettling; abstraction and distortion between the 

body and the mind. Darkness with a beautiful arc. Korean 

tattoo artist, Ildo Oh (@ildo_tattoo) mixes monsters and 

skulls in a poetic demeanour. He brings the etching/en-

graving form of art into his own surrealist touch. Michele 

Servadio (@servadio_) has some of the most incredible 

work with a similar aesthetic to Schiele. Definitely some-

one worth looking into if you don't know who he is. He 

takes the world of tattooing and brings a whole new light 

to the industry, merging performance art with the tattoo-

ing process with the ‘Body of Reverbs’. 

When looking at your work I can’t help but think 

of 1940s film noir and their devious femme fatales 

lurking in the shadows. Can film be an a�ective me-

dium for influencing the practice of tattooing?

Of course. I think film plays a colossal influence on the 

practice of tattooing. In a broader sense, film genres from 

horror to romance and everything in between, people are 

constantly finding relatable content and connection in 

film. And that can so easily give someone the longing to 

dedicate a part of his or her body to the tattoos of an actor, 

character, scene, etc.

Translating Schiele's work 
onto skin honestly wasn't 

but was more mentally 
challenging than anything
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Your work is particularly refreshing for its stark 

display of raw sexuality. Each tattooed women is 

subtly erotic, never falling into smut, how do you 

keep this fine balance in check?

I think there is a fairly fine line between smut and erotic 

art. The form, hand positioning, and facial expressions are 

all important factors to keeping a pose naturally elegant 

and on that side of the line without breaking that barrier. 

There's something so intriguing about the figure imple-

menting sexuality as well as a delicate, dignified poise. 

Is there a spontaneous, freehand element to the 

way you tattoo hair? Or do you stick firmly to a 

stencil design?

I use very minimal stencils; pretty much the least amount 

of stencil as I can. Specifically in the hair that I tattoo. 

When I lay the stencil I am looking for a general place-

ment, somewhere that fits naturally with the body and 

muscle definitions. When it comes to the hair, as well as 

all detail in my pieces, it's all freehand. The hair takes its 

own shape, flowing down where it needs to, and stopping 

where it has to. Working with the body and searching for 

those natural valleys to run down. The body is art in itself. 

Accenting it with a design is building on that art.

You use a variety of shading techniques in your tat-

toos, could you describe some of these and why you 

use them?

Using a variety of shading techniques to me is partially 

experimental and mostly for the aesthetic pleasure. Mix-

ing pepper shading tattooing styles and etching/poin-

Incorporating colour into 
my tattoos is a fairly 
new concept. I started of f 
tattooing with only black 
ink. I didn't see colour as 
something I was very 
interested in
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tillism printmaking styles. Line weight also plays an ir-

replaceable role, more like a comic artist. I feel that the 

difference in line weight gives your eyes something to 

follow along like a guide to get lost in.

You use a limited colour palette for your work, 

what is the reasoning behind this? 

Incorporating colour into my tattoos is a fairly new con-

cept. I started of tattooing with only black ink. I didn't 

see colour as something I was very interested in. As time 

has progressed, the peach tone I use for all of my tattooed 

women gives a sense of subtle power and emphasis to the 

blacks. The peachy red is so soft and elegant; blushing, 

blood flowing and thin sickly eyelids. 

Can the practice of tattooing be one of fine art?

I most certainly believe the process of tattooing can be 

one of fine art. Art is malleable and subjective. It can be 

bought and sold again and again, predominately due to 

the fact that is a physical object. Something tangible you 

can hold or hang or do whatever you please with. Tattoo-

ing is a bit disparate. I think a tattoo is most interesting 

in this sense, being comparable to an accessory as well 

as art. A tattoo is one of a kind. I will not tattoo the same 

piece on two people. On the contrary with say a print that 

can be reproduced an innumerable amount of times to be 

dispersed to an innumerable amount of people.

What other tattooists are looking to the masters of 

fine art to develop and inspire their practice? 

When I think about this question, a few certain artists 

come to mind. Aimée Cornwell (@aimeecornwelltattooo) 

has an expressively beautiful and impressive take on a 

Renaissance painting semblance. She combines a use of 

slight Neo-traditional aspects into her work but still actu-

ally appear to look like an oil painting. Using a muted col-

our palette gives her work a very serene honesty. Jonathan 

Love (@jonald_juck) creates some tattoos I have been very 

interested in for quite some time now. His work primarily 

capitalises the practice of etching/engraving using a series 

of fine lines and dots to create depth and definition.

Where do you see the practice of tattooing going 

into the future?

As far as I see it, tattooing will not die of any time soon. 

There have been many advancements in the industry; 

constantly improving techniques, styles and artists them-

selves, there's only room to go up from here. It's just a 

practice that will consistently grow. Not to mention how 

far we've come in such a short amount of time with the 

‘stigma’ of having a tattoo. Though it is still common for 

an employer to turn an applicant away or require tattoos 

to be covered in some fields of jobs, it is nowhere near 

what it used to be like years ago.

What does tattooing mean to you?

Tattooing has a plethora of meanings for me. It's an expe-

rience. Sure, getting to put my original artwork on some-

one's body for the rest of their natural life is humbling and 

monumentally wondrous. But when it comes down to it, 

the person on the other end of the needle is the most im-

portant part. Someone stands up and looks at themselves 

in the mirror with a new piece of art to wear, smiling 

and overjoyed with happiness or gratitude. It's amazing 

to give someone more confidence in his or her body and 

appearance. There are plenty of important things in this 

world but making another person happy is a feeling you 

don't forget. That's why I love it with everything in me. �
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No matter your preferred style, you’ve likely 

heard bits and pieces of Native tattoo history 

over the years, but say you wanted to learn more 

— where would you turn? There has never really 

been one all-encompassing source highlighting 

traditional tools, designs and techniques, as 

explained by Indigenous knowledge keepers. 

Until now. Enter Skindigenous: a 13-part 

documentary series (and accompanying 

app) from Canadian filmmaker Jason 

Brennan that will take you around the world 

and let you peer behind the curtain. W
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skindigenous.tv    skindigenous
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Dion Kaszas
An artist of mixed 

Hungarian, Métis, 

Hawaiian and Interior 

Salish ancestry, Canada’s 

Dion Kaszas has made 

it his mission to master 

traditional tattooing 

techniques, including 

hand poke and skin stitch 

methods native to his 

Nlaka’pamux heritage. 

Based in the small town 

of Salmon Arm, British 

Columbia, Kaszas can be 

found working in its oldest 

studio, Vertigo Tattoos and 

Body Piercing.

“I 
was working on a documentary in 

Thailand and our protagonist ended 

up wanting to get a Sak Yant—a tra-

ditional Thai tattoo—and it got me 

wondering about our own Indigenous tattoo-

ing traditions,” says producer/director Jason 

Brennan who himself belongs to Québec’s 

Kitigan Zibi Anishinabeg First Nation.

“I started researching and that’s how I dis-

covered Dion Kaszas, a traditional tattoo 

practitioner in British Columbia, Canada 

who’s Interior Salish,” he continues. “Dion is 

also a machine artist, but recently started a 

masters’ in Indigenous tattooing traditions. 

Discussions with Dion really opened the 

door for Skindigenous, as he filled me in on 

a bunch of diferent Nations and Indigenous 

tribes that tattoo their members and that 

have practiced tattooing throughout history.” 

It was during those discussions that Dion 

began highlighting particular tattooers and 

the idea for a full-length series was born. 

Despite having produced over 200 hours of 

television, however, Brennan had never doc-

umented ink. “I’ve done sports, documenta-

ries of all types and drama, but this was the 

first time [I focused on tattoos],” he admits. 

“Luckily, I was a tattoo enthusiast already and 

the topic was extremely interesting to me.”

The first step was shortlisting artists to be 

featured in the show’s 13 episodes. Brennan 

and his team set out to “try and cover difer-

ent locations around the world” and decided 

that, “for our first run, we wanted to go with 

artists that have been around for quite some 

time and who are or were part of reviving 

their ancestral traditions. So we started with 

a lot of the better-known tattooers, like the 

Sulu’ape family, Keone Nunes, Whang-od, 

Dion Kaszas and Gordon Toi.”

Then came the logistics of tracking them 

all down. Connecting with some of the 

world’s most traditional and, therefore, most 

remote tattooers required more than a sim-

ple phone call or email. “We found extremely 

good fixers and THAT was actually the hard-

S K I N D I G E N O U S
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est part,” Brennan reveals. 

“Tracking down someone who could get us 

into those locations and having different di-

rectors that live for those types of shoots was 

essential. When you have to trek hundreds of 

miles in the jungle, you have to make sure your 

crew is pretty relaxed and easy to work with!”

Teaming up with four fellow directors, 

Brennan was able to cover numerous conti-

nents and film in some of the farthest reach-

es of the world. 

“Everyone had their own flavour and way 

of working and everyone did a great job,” he 

starts. “Sonia Bonspille Boileau and Kim 

O’Bomsawin worked with the female artists 

and I think there’s a special bond that was cre-

ated between them. Randy Kelly is one of those 

directors that loves to get dirty and explore, so 

he was a fabulous choice to travel to the re-

mote locations. Meanwhile, J.F. Martel is very 

cerebral, so he was ideal for covering some 

of the elder tattoo artists and was able to get 

down to the philosophical aspects of tattooing.”

As for himself, Brennan directed a total of three episodes and de-

cided to shoot in British Columbia, Mexico and Toronto. “British 

Columbia was with Dion Kaszas and it’s where it all started,” he says, 

revisiting his picks. “I think that the episode laid the framework for 

the rest of the series, as it showed us to what depth the series could go.”

“The Mexico episode with Samuel Olman was unique because he’s a 

pioneer when it comes to Mayan revival and the Toronto episode with 

Jay Soule was a great way to finish because he isn’t a traditional tattoo 

practitioner, but he does ofer something special if you’re an Indige-

nous person wanting to get a tattoo from an Indigenous artist. His rea-

sons for not wanting to change from a coil machine are also relatable.”

Common Threads 
In addition to witnessing living history and unique traditions, one of 

the most magical aspects of shooting the series was “seeing how quick-

ly the crew was practically adopted by the various Nations, artists and 

villages we visited. The tattooing aspect was one thing, but getting to 

know the artists and the people we profiled was unbelievable.”

Despite being separated by thousands of miles, many of said art-

ists shared traits that transcended heritage and physical location. “If 

I were to say one of the things that binds them all is that no matter 

where the artists are from, all of their tattoos have a link to Mother 

Earth and symbolise our link to her,” says Brennan. “Obviously, while 
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every Nation or tribe has their own reasons for tattooing, all of them 

have a certain protocol or respect when it comes to blessings or pay-

ing homage to the Creator.”

Another similarity? “In most cases, there is a diference between 

how a traditional tattoo artist will tattoo one of his own versus how he 

will tattoo someone who isn’t from their tribe or Nation, so we start to 

look into the cultural appropriation aspect of it all.” 

“These artists will often have a discussion with the people they are 

tattooing and get a sense of who they are and might turn them away if 

they don’t feel they should be getting a tattoo from them,” he reveals. 

Although picking a favourite episode proves pretty much impossi-

ble—“I can’t pick just one, they are all so heartwarming and interest-

ing!”—of the various individuals Brennan and his team encountered, 

“the Mentawai people of Indonesia and that episode hold a special 

place in my heart because there still exists a really unique ceremony 

before and after each tattoo,” he admits. “The whole process takes a 

few days and usually only Shamans get tattoos.”

Then there are “the chin tattoos on the Inuit women in Alaska, 

which are quite beautiful” and the opportunity to meet Māori artist 

Gordon Toi who “talked about adapting and 

using the coil machine, but believes in pro-

tocol and the ceremonial aspect, and Dion 

who does both hand poke and skin stitch and 

really tries to combine everything from tra-

ditional to contemporary designs and even 

adapts art from some of his clients.”

When it comes to fusing longtime meth-

ods with modern-day aspects, Brennan sees 

the value of evolving and creating new tradi-

tions. “The big issue is how do we combine 

traditional techniques with sanitary tech-

niques and make sure there isn’t an outbreak 

of blood-borne diseases?” he asks. 

“Obviously, not all of our artists showed 

the same amount of knowledge or attention 

to this detail, but everyone was aware that it 

was an issue. It also comes back to why are 

we getting tattooed? In many ways, people 

S K I N D I G E N O U S
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Samuel 
Olman

Mexico’s Samuel Olman 

works in a truly unique 

environment. His studio, 

dubbed the  Olman Project, 

is located in the jungle 

surrounding Palenque, 

Chiapas i.e. the gateway 

to ancient Mayan ruins, 

including the Temple of 

Inscriptions, which lay 

hidden under vegetation 

for centuries. Now, Olman 

is on a mission to resurrect 

the lost motifs, techniques 

and traditions of his pre-

Hispanic ancestors. 

are getting tattooed as a form of self-discov-

ery or reclaiming who they are and, for some, 

that requires combining both traditional and 

contemporary designs and methods.”

Living & Learning 
Turning the spotlight on Brennan, I ask 

about his own upbringing. A proud member 

of the Kitigan Zibi Anishinabeg First Na-

tion, he says, “I consider myself lucky to be of 

mixed heritage because, in many ways, I got 

to see the best of both worlds.”

“My dad grew up on the reserve and I got to 

spend quite some time there in my younger 

days and have only fond memories of playing 

with my cousins, BBQs, fishing, spending time 

outdoors and just learning from my uncles and 

aunts,” he recalls. “Back then, to me, it seemed 

like the social issues that First Nations deal 

with today were not as bad. Yeah, there was the 

odd thing, but we took it in stride and it was 

part of life and the good outweighed the bad.”

“My mom was Québécois, so I also had a 

chance to experience that side growing up,” 

he adds. “I would alternate with spending 

my school year in the city and then go back to 

the reserve during the summer and on week-

ends. I did this even in college, but eventually, 

I started my TV and film career and, unfortu-

nately, I couldn’t do it as much as before and 

city life become almost permanent.”

“But the reason I got into TV and film in the 

first place was to be able to share all of those 

good things I remember about growing up,” 

he explains. “The culture, the people, the 

sense of humour and the desire to show all 

the good things that exist in our communi-

ties is what I try to include in everything I do 
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Jay Soule 
Toronto-based Jay Soule 

is a tattooer, piercer 

and multimedia artist 

debunking stereotypes 

with his cultural 

appropriation-fighting alter 

ego, Chippewar. Despite 

being adopted by a non-

Indigenous family at the 

age of five, he’s a proud 

member of Chippewas of 

the Thames First Nation 

and creates work driven 

by one simple motto: End 

the divide and we prosper. 

Last December, he opened 

Chippewar Nation, a tattoo 

shop/art studio/store in the 

heart of downtown Toronto.

media-wise today.”

When it comes to his personal collection of 

ink, Brennan is currently sporting “a sleeve 

and a sad tattoo I got done 24 years ago,” he 

laughs, revealing the latter could use a touch-

up. “It’s a band with feathers that simply rep-

resents my ancestry, which I wanted to make 

sure I presented publicly.”

“My sleeve is a totem and I love it because 

all of the pieces represent an animal that has 

its own meaning,” he continues. “It reminds 

me of things that are important to me, how-

ever, I wish I would have done the series first 

and would have gotten it done by an Indig-

enous tattoo artist with a coil machine. The 

artist that did mine designed it with his own 

style and did a great job, but I think it could 

have meant even more.”

Speaking of lessons, Brennan hopes view-

ers of Skindigenous will walk away with a bet-

ter understanding of “why tattoos are so im-

portant to the people getting them and why 

these artists have made it their life’s work to 

share their art and knowledge.” 

An important mission that Skindigenous’ 

accompanying app will also help with. De-

signed to allow Indigenous artists to record 

and share their work, Brennan hopes the 

innovative platform will “allow people to 

connect with artists that might be from their 

own Nation. We also want new artists to dis-

play their work for potential clients,” he says. 

“It’s a connection tool, an encyclopaedia, and 

when people will scroll, it will help with shar-

ing the many diferent cultures and designs 

that have existed for so long.”

As for what’s next, “hopefully another sea-

son” from the man who “is extremely proud 

of the Skindigenous series and is eternally 

grateful to everyone involved.” �

S K I N D I G E N O U S
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Mondial du Tatouage
9–11 MARCH 2018

W
ith over 30,000 visitors through the doors 

at Mondial du Tatouage this year, it’s fair-

ly safe to say that the iconic show has lost 

none of its magic over the years. With 420 

world class artists at work alongside of a whole periphery 

of associated extras, our intrepid Pascal Bagot roamed 

the floored armed with camera and here, we bring you 

some of the best from across the weekend.

For the record, next year’s dates are already up and run-

ning: 15-17 February 2019.

©PBagot
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Friday 9th March

BEST SMALL BLACK & GREY
1 NORMAN (Shovel Tattoo Shop, France)

2 SERGEY MURDOC (Bang Bang 

Custom Tattoo Shop, Russia)

3 NORMAN (Shovel Tattoo Shop, France)

BEST SMALL COLOUR
1 PIERRE OKED (Tin-tin 

Tatouages, France)

2 COSTANTINO SASSO (Costattoo, Italy)

3 SIEMOR (Nico Tattoo, Greece)

BEST OF DAY (Friday)
1 Combo MICKAËL TAGUET (private 

studio, France) & JEAN-PIERRE 
MOTTIN (Grizzly Inc, Belgium)

2 ALBERTO ESCOBAR (Black 

Gallery Tattoo, Spain)

3 DEBORA CHERRYS (La 

Mujer Barbuda, Spain)

©PBagot

Niko Kustom

Issa Maoihibou

Niko Kustom

DodieAugustine Nezumi

M O N D I A L  D U  T A T O U A G E
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Saturday 
10th March

BEST LARGE BLACK & GREY
1 JOAO MORAIS (Piranha 

Tattoo, Portugal)

2 LUPO HORIOKAMI 

(Mushin Tattoo, Italy)

3 CRISTIAN CASAS (Kasasink, 

Switzerland)

BEST LARGE COLOUR
1 ALEX RATTRAY (Empire Ink, UK)

2 TIRAF (Knock on Wood, France)

3 JORDAN CROKE (Second Skin, UK)

BEST OF DAY (Saturday)
1 FEDE GAS (Gas Tattoo Studio, Spain)

2 STEF BASTIAN (on the road, Italy)

3 ABER (Moth and Rose 

Tattoo Shop, Greece)

©PBagot

Joao Morais

Kasasink

Rafel Delalande

Yann Coutant

ShigeGakkin

Dong-Dong
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Sunday 11th 
March

BEST BACK PIECE OR BODY SUIT
1 CHING (Orient Ching, Taïwan)

2 CHEN WEI TSO (Diaozuotattoo, Taïwan)

3 JAVIER OBREGON (Family Art, Spain)

BEST OF SHOW
1 DAVID FERNANDEZ SERRANO

(La Llorona Tattoo, Spain)

2 MICKAËL TAGUET

(studio privé, France)

3 DAMIEN WICKHALM

(Ink Attack Tattoo Company, Australia)

©PBagot

Robert Borbas ShigeShawn Barber

Vlady

Rudy FritschShawn Barber

M O N D I A L  D U  T A T O U A G E
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“If you wanted me to tell you your tattoos suck, I could…they suck! 
And your breath smells like you just ate a pizza, get a pack of mints 
before you breathe that into your customer’s face.” With that sentence 

the legendary Zeke Owen put me in my much-deserved place just 
before teaching me how to draft hand drawn script



T
attooing has been passed down for generations 

from one person to the next, and this exchange 

is a beautiful facet of our trade, more valuable 

than the treasures we depict. I love reading the 

history of correspondence between tattooists who helped 

shape our modern landscape. In Ed Hardy’s book Wear 

Your Dreams: My Life in Tattoos, he talks about that cor-

respondence shaping his own knowledge of this beloved 

trade, especially exchanges with Norman Keith Collins, 

otherwise known as Sailor Jerry. Ed says of Jerry:

“He had the keys to the kingdom. His correspondence 

with tattooers around the globe amounted to the single 

biggest storehouse of information in the field. There were 

no books, no tattoo magazines.  There was only a slender 

grapevine between tattooists, and his was the most impor-

tant. He was a great tattooist- his work was smarter, more 

elegant, had a greater colour range, involved more sophis-

ticated uses of the tattoo machines, and completely difer-

ent imagery. He was inspiring the few of us who were pay-

ing attention. He was a fountainhead of knowledge.”

Hardy was well aware of the idea that we are all stand-

ing on the shoulders of giants, and with that, he gave the 

respect to Sailor Jerry, and to the passing down of his 

information. In the documentary “Stoney Knows How” 

Ed Hardy continues this exchange of knowledge and re-

spect: getting tattooing by Stoney St. Clair, learning about 

the ideology and methodology behind his tattooing. Our 
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trade is built by learning from that direct contact, passing 

down treasured information to those whom we connect 

with. These golden nuggets are incredibly valuable, not 

flyers freely doled about. 

Ed Hardy says of working with Zeke:

“For me, working with Zeke the previous year had been 

electrifying. He had an inspired vision of modern tattooing, 

way ahead of his time…”

How did I get lucky enough to have the man who both 

Ed Hardy and Mike Malone worked for at one point, who 

helped bring Japanese tattooing to American shorelines, 

how did I get him to talk, and to give me the valuable 

hygiene advice? I had only been tattooing not quite two 

years and was ofered my first chance to do a guest spot 

at a shop out of town. The shop owner was good friends 

with the owner of the shop that housed my apprentice-

ship and employment at that time. This was like a little 

field trip for the new kid. At this point Zeke Owen was 

traveling around trying to find that tattooer dream of 

the perfect residence, solitude, and paying clientele. I 

was fortunate to catch him while he was on this short 

residence in Atlanta. I was unfortunately ignorant to tat-

EARLY ON, I REALISED THAT I 

WAS IN OVER MY HEAD, AND 

THAT WHAT I WAS LACKING WAS 

KNOWLEDGE…
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T H E  S E R P E N T S  O F  B I E N V I L L E

I LEARNED A VALUABLE LESSON AT THAT REVIEW, KEEP YOUR MOUTH 
SHUT AND NEVER GIVE EXCUSES FOR YOUR WORK

too history, coming up in a time where there was limited 

books created about tattoo history, and getting them was 

a diicult process living in Alabama. I was still learning 

where our beautiful craft came from, and because of that, 

didn’t know my fortune working with Zeke. 

That week in Atlanta I was ready to get the chance to 

tattoo in a new environment. I brought all my equipment, 

going through all the pains of wrapping each ink bot-

tle, overdoing every bit of packing. I was so ready, but in 

that week I didn’t do a single tattoo, yet that week also 

changed my life and the course of my tattoo career. Early 

on, I realised that I was in over my head, and that what I 

was lacking was knowledge, so I made it my mission to 

learn from those around me in that shop. I had a small 

notebook that I took with me everywhere that week, lis-

tening to conversations, taking notes, recording every-

thing. I would write down every bit of advice, every set 

up, what inks everyone used, what machines and why. I 

was hungry, a trait that is thankfully just as strong today. 

I met Zeke and knew immediately that I had to listen to 

him. I learned about the art of cock fighting, how to find 

good land for a homestead, and what to do if someone 

passes out and falls on you, though my stature didn’t real-

ly have the same strengths that Zeke’s did. I asked Zeke to 

look over my portfolio, something I am sure he had done 

a million times. As he looked, he didn’t really have much 

to say. I think he was just trying to be polite to the nice 

young kid, so he just nodded and said, “It’s a good start.” 

I then went to another artist with the same request and 

was rightly ripped apart when he reviewed it. I learned a 

valuable lesson at that review, keep your mouth shut and 

never give excuses for your work. Information regarding 

tattooing is gold, don’t waste that time and air on some-

thing that doesn’t matter. 

As I came out from the review Zeke pulled me aside 

and asked me what he said. I smiled and said, “He told 

me that I sucked and that I needed to learn a laundry list 

of things.” He gave me a puzzled look and said, “but your 

smiling about it,” to which I replied, “Well yeah, now I’ve 

got somewhere to go and a jumping of point. This is the 

best day ever.” Zeke looked at me and let out a grumble, 

saying, “If you wanted me to tell you your tattoos suck, 

I could…they suck! And your breath smells like you just 

ate a pizza, get a pack of mints before you breathe that 

into your customer’s face.” I smiled and thanked him for 

the advice. I suppose he could see that I wasn’t fazed or 

worried about feelings, so he pulled me aside and like a 

coach knowing the work ahead of him, he said, “Well, 

first, your lettering is garbage, so let’s try to fix that.” Zeke 

spent hours with me, showing me how to build a template 

to create lettering from the ground up. With surprising 

patience and understanding he sat and drew with me, 

explaining correct spacing, pitch, and reasoning for pat-

terns and repetitions in lettering. I saved every thing he 
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created for me, along with a stencil of an amazing panther he 

was kind enough to give to me, and they are some of my most 

treasured possessions that I have today.  My one regret is that I 

wish I would have gotten tattooed by Zeke, so I could have some-

thing to mark that exchange. I know exactly what I wanted, a 

simple banner with the words, “Your tattoos suck, and you stink” 

in it. 

Years later I found myself in the curious position of handing 

this information down to my close friend Jason Reeder. I gave 

him copies of the same papers Zeke had drawn on, and went over 

everything Zeke taught me with Jason. Jason knew the value of 

that communication, and he pursued it, getting tattooed by the 

tattooists he loved and looked up to. I was fortunate to tattoo 

Jason quite a bit. After Jason’s funeral, his wife Tasha gave me 

the greatest gift: it was a little note that Jason had scribbled in 

his hotel room after that exchange of information. 

Just like I had written so much of what I learned 

that week in Atlanta, Jason wrote down this valu-

able information.  Jason was hungry. That is tat-

tooing, that is a craft that is bigger than all of us, a 

love that few people have, and one of the millions 

of reasons I will miss Jason forever.

A few years ago I found myself again in the posi-

tion of tattooing a hungry tattooer, Jesse Huggins. 

Jesse was heavily tattooed by the time I first met 

him, feeling like he only had a few spots left open 

for select tattooers. I was honoured to be one of 

those, and it was obvious from the beginning how 

seriously he took that. There was a respect and 

reverence with our interactions, and it was only 

after booking several more appointments for ex-

tensive coverup work that the questions about 

tattooing started coming. After that first appoint-

ment, he mentioned having a few pieces he wanted 

to rework and cover, which has led to me still tat-

tooing him regularly to this day, over 5 years later. 

As a tattooist there is something about getting 

to watch another tattooist grow that is incredibly 

inspiring and challenging. It’s a constant remind-

er that you can’t slow down, you should always 

be learning, and that maybe we are adding some-

thing to this living book. With Jesse I was able to 

see advice and thoughts I had on tattooing get re-

flected in his work, but in a way that was uniquely 

him. We both had a mutual mentor in the incred-
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T H E  S E R P E N T S  O F  B I E N V I L L E
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ible southern hurricane that is “Famous Gabe”, so these 

combinations created fires under all of our asses that 

are still burning today, reminding me to never get com-

fortable. I have now found myself on the other side with 

Jesse, at times asking him what needle configuration he 

is using and why, or what colour palette, or illustration 

technique. Tattooing at its heart is an exchange of infor-

mation, but it’s not linear, it’s cyclical. One lesson and in-

formative session with one tattooist will open a door to a 

whole new experience, and a new challenge. Jerry found 

himself learning from Ed Hardy, with Ed trying to bring 

him to more of the forefront of arts and tattooing. Ed also 

learned from Jerry, including stories of the ever elusive 

“purple” pigment, the cycle ever continuing. 

INFORMATION REGARDING 

TATTOOING IS GOLD, DON’T 

WASTE THAT TIME AND AIR ON 

SOMETHING THAT DOESN’T 

MATTER
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and solely relying on dvd seminars sold for profit was ar-

bitrary and only set me back from what I was trying to 

accomplish. I earned this knowledge, I didn’t pay for it.”

Next month we will dive more into the event of getting 

tattooed by those we view as mentors, and talk more to 

Jesse about his thoughts on tattooing, including the road 

he has taken to learn more about our valued craft. We will 

also hear from one of those tattooists Jesse was shaped by 

along the way: Jason Stephan. 

Don’t miss more great stories, hopefully with less refer-

ence to my bad breath. �

Just as getting a tattoo is earned, so is getting the knowl-

edge about it. Years ago I wrote an article series, asking 

tattooists questions and diving into stories while I was 

getting tattooed by them. There is something in the ritu-

al of tattooing that appeals to our most primitive senses. 

We are forced into a vulnerable state, and yet our true in-

tentions can come out, and in that, we have a chance to 

learn more than we could ever imagine. Here are some of 

Jesse’s thoughts on that process.

“When I was apprenticing I would hear stories about 

artists having to travel to get tattooed and being able to 

ask questions during the process, then bring home the 

knowledge they received and apply it to their own work. 

This began to resonate with me once I myself began get-

ting extensively tattooed. Before that I would watch my 

mentors tattoo all day long and ask tons of questions 

and think I had it all figured out, but when I would get 

the opportunity to do a small tattoo everything I thought 

I knew fell apart. When I began to get tattooed I would 

feel the needle, the stretch on my skin, the pressure used, 

how diferent needle grouping felt and how hard or soft 

they would run their machines. I began to ask questions 

that correlated with what I was seeing and feeling in 

front of me and I gained a much deeper understanding 

of how tattooing worked. I realised that going this route 

to gain knowledge was more deliberate and meaningful, 

AS A TATTOOIST THERE IS 

SOMETHING ABOUT GETTING TO 

WATCH ANOTHER TATTOOIST 

GROW THAT IS INCREDIBLY 

INSPIRING AND CHALLENGING
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Chris Dreadfulrat
Adam Osborn

Becky @ Addiction Tattoo

Alice Totemica
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Tabitha Gandy
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Kim Walsh

Pete @ Royston Ink

Lou Barnes

Trawa Tattoo
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Martyna Majczuk

Steven Mostyn

Jolene Sherrard

Paul Rogers
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Paddy Turpin

I. Filipa Silva

Evaldas Gulbinas

Robert Sedgebeer
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Kemz Whittlesea

Ben Carter

Sean Barwood

Duncan Fyfe
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studio listings

If you would like to be listed in the Skin Shots directory, contact 
Sarah on 01244 886029 or email  sarah@skindeep.co.uk 

Full  details available on www.skinshots.co.uk/advertising

S C O T L A N D

Blue Box - Dunfermline
Tel: 01383736829 | 07837 902352

bushman Ink - Whitburn
Tel: 01501 228086     Bushman Ink 

Tattoo &  Piercing Studio

Creation Tattoo - Dunfermline
Tel: 01383 622912

www.creationtattoo.co.uk   

Elgin High Street Tattoos - Elgin
Tel: 01343 544919

 ELGIN HIGH STREET TATTOO SHOP.

Inverness Tattoo Centre - Inverness
Tel: 01463 711149

 INVERNESS TATTOO CENTRE

Otzi Tattoos - Glasgow 
Tel: 0141 221 8744   

www.otzitattoos.co.uk

Plus 48 Tattoo - edinburgh
Tel: 0131 553 1116    
dominikaszymczyktattoo

The Ink Minx - Montrose
Tel: 01674 678989

 Ink Minx Tattoos    

TJ's Tattoo Studio - Kilmarnock
Tel: 01563 551599    
www.tjs-studio.co.uk

Top Mark Tattoo - Stirling
Tel: 01786 358185

 Top Mark Tattoo

ELECTRIC ARTZ TATTOOS—GLASGOW

Tattoos by Delboi, Chris Dreadfullrat, Paul Rogers & Laura LuvTea
504 Duke Street, Glasgow, G31 1QG

Tel: 0141 556 4455
Email:  electricartz@live.co.uk

@electricartz @electricartztattoos

www.electricartz.co.uk

ADDICTION TATTOO AND PIERCING – BANGOR

Tattoos by Rebekah & Kat Kirk Piercings by: Greg
10a Quay Street, Bangor, County Down, BT20 5ED

Tel: 07769 532 606 
Email:  addictiontattooandpiercing@hotmail.co.uk

addictiontattoobangor

N O R T H E R N  I R E L A N D

Artistic Tattoo - Belfast
Tel: 0289 045 9575

 Artistic Tattoo Belfast

Dark Angel Tattoo Studio - Belfast
Tel: 0289 022 0750   

www.darkangeltattoos.com
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Jack's Tattoos - Portadown
Tel: 0283 839 8790

 Jackstattoos Portadown

Joker Tattoo Studio - Belfast
Tel: 02890 314 280  &  07803 628967     

www.jokertattoo.co.uk   

State Of The Arts Tattoos- Dungannon
Tel: 02887 238232  &  07864256026 

www.stateoftheartstattoo.com

E I R E

 

Nine Lives - Bray
Tel: 00353 1276 1592  NINELivesTattoo 

N O R T H  W E S T

 

Electric Kicks - Pontefract
Tel: 07725 029567   www.

electrickickstattoostudio.co.uk

Evolve Tattoos - Lancaster
Tel: 01524 66437   

 Evolve Tattoo Studio

Evolved Tattoo 
bowness-on-windermere

Tel: 01539 447714

Hello Sailor - Blackpool
Tel: 01253 752032

 Hello Sailor tattoo Studio

INKDEN TATTOO STUDIO—BLACKPOOL
Tel: 07851366835 

Kellys Tattoos - Chester
Tel: 01244 376800   

Mad Tatter Designs - Manchester
Tel: 07803 525321    

 Mad Tatter Designs

Naughty Needles - Bolton
Tel: 01204 493529   

www.naughtyneedles.co.uk

Obsidian - Wallasey-Merseyside
Tel: 0151 630 5613  
www.obsidiantattoo.uk

Resident Needle Tattoo Studio - Stockport
Tel: 0161 406 0576   
www.residentneedle.co.uk

Skin Fantasy - Burnley
Tel: 01282 424566   

www.skinfantasyburnley.co.uk

Steel Rain Tattoo Studio - Brighouse
Tel: 01484 401 350   

www.steelraintattoos.co.uk

Tattoo-Zone for Steve Tat 2 Ltd - Preston
Tel: 01772 556785

www.stevetat2ltd.co.uk

Wild Rose Tattoos - Manchester
Tel:  07706 593081  

www.wildrosetattoos.com

N O R T H  E A S T

2001 AD Tattoo Studio - Leeds
Tel: 0113 240 3412  

www.2001adtattoodesign.com

ABH Tattooing - Scunthorpe
Tel: 01724 856689

 Abh Tattooing Scunny

B# Tattoos - Leeds
Tel: 0113 287 2526   

www.b-sharp-tattoos.co.uk

Garghoyle Tattoos - Elland
Tel : 01422 373 666

 GarghoyleTattooStudio

Gothika Tattoos - Redcar
Tel: 01642498572   
 Gothika TattooRedcar

Ian Petrie Tattoo Artist  
Tel: 01652 651700

www.tattooartistsscunthorpe.co.uk

Ian Petrie Tattoo Artist  
Tel: 01652 651700

www.tattooartistsscunthorpe.co.uk

SKINZ TATTOO STUDIO — LEEDS

Tattoos by Mr Lee, Jamie Steward, Von Ryan, Judd, Gemma Taylor
Piercing & Laser Removal by Emma

Station Buildings, 318-322 Stanningley Road, Leeds, LS13 3EG
Tel: 0113 204 7848  info@leedstattoostudio.com

@SkinzStudio @skinztattoostudio

www.leedstattoostudio.com
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www.tattooartistsscunthorpe.co.uk

Made from Beyond Tattoo - Hartlepool
Tel: 07553 913171   

 made from beyond tattoo studio

Paradise Tattoos & Body Art Studio 
Ltd - Halifax    Tel: 01422 300920 

 Paradise 2 Tattoo Studio

Rich Peel @ Scorpio Tattoo Studio 
- Selby   Tel: 01757 705335

Rich Peel Tattoo artist

Rob’s Tattoo Studio - Bradford
Tel: 01274 726902 

www.robstattoostudio.co.uk

Rumple Ink Skin - Middlesbrough
Tel: 07850 250029   

 Rumpleinkskin Tatts Middlesbrough

Second 2 None - Rotherham 
Tel: 01709 380069  &  07879 268745

 Simon Secondtonone Grayson

Talisman Tattoo Art  Studio - York
Tel: 01904 636462    
 Talisman Tattoostudio

Tat2 Station - Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
Tel: 0191 232 8491   

www.tattoostation.co.uk

Tattoo Junkies - Pontefract 
Tel: 01977 651144   

www.tattoojunkies.co.uk

Twisted Arts Studio - Skeeby
Tel: 01748 822100    

www.Twisted-Arts-Tattoo.co.uk

Valonia Tattoos - South Shields
Tel: 07794 045917   
www.valoniatattoos.co.uk

Viking Tattoo Studio - Tyne and Wear 
Tel: 0191 420 1977   

www.vikingtattoostudio.co.uk

Wiseguys Ink - Rotherham
Tel: 01709 820192   
www.wiseguysink.co.uk

W A L E S

Lasting Impressions Tattoo Studio 
- Pontypool   

 Tel: 07783 608782  &  01495  751337

Living Colour - Cwmbran
Tel: 01633 867676
 Living Colour Tattoo

Needle Asylum - Cardiff
 Tel: 07540 698530   

www.needleasylum.com

Physical Graffiti - Cardiff
Tel: 0292 048 1428    

www.phyicalgraffiti.co.uk

Pleasure or Pain Productions - Aberdare
Tel: 01685 875252   

www.pleasureorpainproductions.co.uk

TWISTED FATE – DONCASTER

Tattoos by Lauris Vinbergs 
81 St Sepulchre Gate , Doncaster, DN1 1RX

tel: 07514481866
twistedfatedoncaster@hotmail.com

Twistedfate Doncaster Lauris Vinbergs Tattoo

Lauris_Vinbergs 

SUNDERLAND BODY ART TATTOO & BODY PIERCING STUDIO

ABIGAIL ROSE, JAKE SIMPSON, GRANT BEAGHAN AND JOHN COLLEDGE
Piercings by Charlie Wilson. Laser Tattoo Removal Available

12 Stockton Terrace, Grangetown, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear, SR2 9RQ
Tel: 0191 565 6595    enquiries@sunderlandbodyart.com 

www.sunderlandbodyart.com

sunderland body art

PERMANENTLY PERFECT — LEEDS

Tattoo & Piercing 
Tattoos by Jenny - also does 

Cosmetic Tattooing 
piercing by jess

Tel: 07955 804 904
permanentlyperfect 

tattoo@gmail.com
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PURPLE MOON TATTOOS — SHOTTON

Tattoos by Mick & Luke
78 HIGH STREET, CONNAHS QUAY, CH5 4DD

Tel: 07756 808884
purplemoontattoos@outlook.com

 purplemoontattooshotton

www.purplemoontattoos.co.uk

SOTA CUSTOM TATTOO — LLANTWIT MAJOR

Tattoos by Matt Faulkner
1A Barons Close House, East Street, Llantwit Major,

Vale of Glamorgan, CF61 1XY
Tel: 01446 795785   sotatattoo@yahoo.co.uk   SOTA Tattoo Co.

www.sota-ink.co.uk

Pretty Hot & Tattoo'd - Bridgend
Tel: 01656 858967   
 Pretty Hot & Tattoo'd

Purple Pineapple Tattoo - swansea
Tel: 07583 701973

PurpleTattoos

The Tattoo Shop - chepstow
Tel: 01291 628620

Bespoke Ink - Birmingham
Tel: 0121 474 3711 

bespoke ink

Dermagraffix - Halesowen
Tel: 0121 585 7690  

Fallen From Grace Tattoo - Tamworth 
Tel: 07949 741 684   

www.fallenfromgracetattoo.co.uk

Jacks Shack Tattoo Studio Worcester
Tel 01905 29458   

www.jacksshackworcester.co.uk

Lucky 7s - Droitwich
Tel: 01905 774740   

www.lucky7stattoo.co.uk

MARKED ONE - STAFFORD
Tel:01785 598 753   

www.markedonetattoo.com

Mwilx Tattoos - Telford
tel: 01952 587841 

www.bossink.co.uk

Native Elements Art & Tattoo Studio
Coventry

Tel: 0771 256 5729  

Nevermore Tattoo Parlour - Daventry
Tel: 01327 876350   

 Nevermore Tattoo

Opulent Ink - Wolverhampton
Tel: 01902 424834

www.opulentink.com

Rendition - Nuneaton
Tel: 02476 325656

 Point Made Tattoo-Studio Nuneaton

Scottatattoo - Worcester
Tel: 01905 748818   

www.scottatattoo.com

ELYSIUM TATTOO STUDIO—MANSFIELD

89 Clipstone Road West, 
Forest Town, Mansfield, 

Nottinghamshire, NG19 0BT
Tel: 01623 429 900 

elysiumtattoostudio@gmail.com
Elysiumtattoouk

  elysium_tattoo-studio

Tribal Dragon Tattoo Studio - 
aberaeron   Tel: 01545 571140

 Tribal Dragon tattoo studio

Wrexham Ink - Wrexham
Tel: 01978 290876   
www.wrexhamink.com

W E S T  M I D L A N D S

Art Of Ink Studio - Leamington Spa 
Tel: 07973 336491   

www.artofinktattoostudio.com
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Sweet Tattoos - Nuneaton
Tel: 024 7639 5311   

 Sweet Tattoos

Tailored Tattoo and Piercing studio 
- Swadlincote    Tel: 07568 347 663

 Tailored Tattoo & Piercing Studio

Tattoos By Kirt - Solihull
Tel: 0121 7447572

www.tattoosbykirt.co.uk

Tattoos by Tony - Birmingham
Tel: 0121 477 5995   

www.tattoosbytony.co.uk

The Faceless Tattoo Company - Erdington
Tel: 0121 537 3151  &  07934273089

  thefacelesstattoocompany

Tribal Images Tattoo Studios
Newcastle-under-Lyme   Tel: 01782 
616247    www.tribalimages.co.uk

Tribal Images Tattoo Studios - Hanley 
Tel: 01782 268691   

www.tribalimages.co.uk

True Love Tattoos - Kidderminster
Tel: 01562 862 222   

www.truelovetattoos.co.uk

UFO Tattoo - Redditch
Tel: 07926912524 

Tattoos by Ufo

E A S T  M I D L A N D S

76 Inc - Leicestershire
Tel: 01858 468173   

www.76inc.co.uk

COSMIC MONSTERS INCORPORATED—BROMSGROVE

Tattoos by Ollie Tye 
Miltre House, The Courtyard, 27 the Strand, Broomsgrove, Worcestershire

tel: 07863 135814 
ollietattoo@hotmail.co.uk

 cosmic monsters incorporated 

INK CRAZY TATTOO—SHREWSBURY

Main Artists - Sean Pascoe & Chris | Piercings by Sean & Chris
17, Castle gates, Shrewsbury SY1 2AB

Tel: 01743 367045
 pasctattoo  ink.crazy.tattoo  pasctattoo

Www.inkcrazy.co.uk

NEW INK TATTOO STUDIO    —WOLVERHAMPTON

Aritsts - Craig James, Dan Ball, 
1 Pendeford Avenue, Claregate, Wolverhampton, WV6 9EG

tel: 01902 753613 Email: craig.newink@gmail.com

  @craigjamestattoos

BIG WILLS TATTOO STUDIO—LICHFIELD

Big Wills Tattoo Studio, 15 Eastern Avenue 
Trent Valley Shops, Lichfield, WS13 6TE

Tel: 01543 898766
craig@bigwillstattoos.co.uk

big wills tattoo studio bigwillstattoos

www.bigwillstattoos.co.uk

TEK TATTOO—HINCKLEY

Tel: 01455643425
 Tek Tattoo Hinckley

 tektattoo
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Art Biggs Tattoos - Leicester
Tel: 07940 144564

 art biggs

Black Rose Tattoo Studio - Mansfield
Tel: 01623 847074

 Black Rose Tattoo Studio

Celtic Art Tattoo Studio Ltd - Chesterfield 
Tel: 01246 235176    

www.celticarttattoo.com

Dezired Inkz  - Nottingham 
Tel: 01773 711 633 
www.deziredinkz.co.uk

Ink Kings Studios home of Kirituhi Tattoo 
ilkeston - Tel: 0115 9324602

  www.ink-kings.com

Medusa Tattoo Parlour- 
Nottingham   

Tel: 01159 272083  07821 706495

The Tattoo Shop - Grantham 
Tel: 01476 978493   

www.thetattooshopgrantham.co.uk

East Looe Tattoo-East Looe 
Cornwall   

Tel: 01503 265 757

Exclusive Tattoos - Somerset
Tel: 01458 440301    

www.ex-tat.co.uk

ALL 1 TRIBE—LEICESTERSHIRE

All 1 Tribe
6 Adam & Eve Street, Market Harborough LE16 7LT

01858 434241  all1tribetattoos@gmail.com
Tattoos by Leigh. Piercings by Lou

 All 1 Tribe

www.all1tribe.co.uk

PULSE TATTOO & PIERCING—NORTHAMPTON

Tattoos by Andy X Edge, Simon Walden & Niall Barton.
Piercings by Charlii, James & Alana, 12 & 15 St Peters Walk, Northampton, NN1 1PT  

Tel: 01604 627228    
pulsetattoo@outlook.com

 pulsetattooandpiercing    pulsetattooandpiercing

www.pulse-tattoo.co.uk

MAD TATTERS TATTOO & PIERCING

Mad Tatters Tattoo & Piercing Studio
28b Market Street, Wellingborough NN8 1AT

01933 805413  madtatters110@gmail.com
Aritists - Thor, Nat & Leigh-an

 
Mad Tatters Tattoo and Piercing

MY TRUE COLOUR—DERBY

Tattoos by Karl Ormond,  
Den Tattooist, Heather Griffin

Piercing by Mr. Parris
155 Uttoxeter New Road, Derby, 

DE22 3NP
Tel: 01332 492059

info@mtcstudio.co.uk
  mytruecolourtattoostudio

TATTOOS BY TOMO—SMETHWICK

Tattooing & piercing by Tomo, Steve 
& Rob. Laser removal available

107 Three Shires Oak Road, 
Smethwick, West Midlands, B67 5BT

Tel: 0121 429 1566   
tattoosbytomo@live.co.uk
www.tattoosbytomo.com

The Tattooed Arms - Lincoln
Tel: 01522 527812   

www.thetattooedarms.com

S O U T H  W E S T

Dr Feelgood's Tattoo Studio - Poole
Tel: 01202 674838   
www.drfeelgoods.co.uk

Apocalyptic Tattoo Studio 
SWINDON, WILTSHIRE TEL: 01793854924

www.aceshighpresents.co.uk
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Punctured Skin - Frome
Tel: 01373 463538   

Q's Tattoos - STROUD
Tel: 01453 756820
 Qs Tattoos Stroud

Steelhybrid Tattoo Studio - pool
Tel: 07948 562 555   

www.steelhybrid.com

Tat-2-U - Bristol
Tel: 01454 320532

www.tat-2-u.co.uk

The Ink Captain's Tattorium - Exeter
Tel:  (01392) 200111   

www.inkcaptain.com

The Tattoo Studio - Bristol
Tel: 0117 907 7407

www.tattoo-bristol.co.uk

Tony Inkflicted Tattoos at Aceshigh
Tel: 01793 854924  &   07564 939465

www.inkflicted.co.uk   

S O U T H  E A S T

Andy Barber's New Rose Tattoo Studio 
- New Malden, Surrey   

www.andybarberstattooandpiercing.co.uk

Avalon Tattoo - Essex
Tel: 01708 716 887   

www.avalontattoo.co.uk

Asgard Piercing & Tattooing - Southampton
Tel: 02380 231140 

www.asgard-bodyart.co.uk

Buddie's Premier Tattooing - Clacton-On-
Sea    Tel: 01255 433755   
www.buddiestattoos.com

Diamond Jacks Tattoo Co - London
Tel: 0207 437 0605   

www.diamondjacks.co.uk

Dor Stocker Tattoos - Bexleyheath
Tel: 02083030198  

 www.dorstockertattoos.com

Double 7 Tattoo & Piercing - milton keynes
Tel: 01908322077  

www.double7tattoo.co.uk

FireFly Tattoo Company - East Sussex   
Tel: 01323847434

www.fireflytattoo.co.uk   

G.B Tattoo - Kent
Tel: 01322 330330   

www.gbtattoos.co.uk

SAVAGE ROSE—EXMOUTH

Tattoos by Holly Lewis, James 
Freestone & Emily Richoux

10a albion street, exmouth, 
devon. ex8 1jl Tel: 01395 267677

no1freaky@hotmail.com
 Savage Rose tattoos

Ink Fact - Hackney, London
Tel: 02085 333334   
www.inkfacttattoo.com

Inka Tattoos - Brighton
tel: 01273 708 844   

www.inkatattoos.co.uk

Intro Tattoo and Piercing Studio
brighton    Tel: 01273 739019 

www.introtattoo.com

Jesters Tattoo Works - London
Tel: 0208 294 5777   
www.jesterstattoo.com

TATTOOS BY TOMO—SMETHWICK

Tattoos by Leah Elphick
4 Oving Road, Chichester, West 

Sussex, PO19 7EG
Tel: 01243 773844

blackpearltattooparlour@
hotmail.com

blackpearltattooparlour
www.blackpearl-tattooparlour.co.uk

SMOKING GUNS TATTOO STUDIO

Smoking Guns Tattoo Studio
2 Horsemarket, Kettering NN16 0DG  01536 601235

smokingguns110@gmail.com
Aritsts - Mark V, Mcilvenny, Abbie & Billy

 
Smoking Guns Tattoo Studio
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Lady Pirates Tattoo Studio - Essex
Tel: 01702 482459

 Lady-Pirates-Tattoo-Studio

Needlework Tattoo - Lightwater
Tel: 01276 475554  

www.needleworktattoo.com

Needlework Tattoo - Godalming
Tel:01483 410000   

www.needleworktattoo.com

Next Generation Tattoo - milton keynes
Tel: 01908 560003

www.nextgenerationtattoo.co.uk

Ouch Tattoos - Essex
Tel: 01992 711917   

www.ouchtattoostudio.co.uk

Old London Road Tattoos - Kingston 
upon Thames  Tel: 0208 549 4705
www.oldlondonroad.co.uk 

Pain Divine - Croydon
Tel: 0208 686 6136   
www.paindivine.co.uk

Phoenix Rising - Chesham
Tel: 01494 792392   

www.phoenixrisingtattooshop.com

Pictures of Lily - Bedfordshire
Tel: 01767 318109   

www.picturesoflily.co.uk

Piercing Tattoos- Crawley
Tel: 01293 618811

Dave.How  Jeep Bluezone

Pride Tattoo & Piercing Studio - London
Tel: 0208 981 5503   

www.pridetattoos.webeden.co.uk

Ravenskin Selsey Tattoo Studio
Tel: 01243 602505   
ravenskin@hotmail.com

Red’s Tattoo Parlour - Colchester
Tel: 01206 766606  
www.redstattoos.co.uk

Skin FX Tattoo - Brighton
Tel:  07951 090595   
www.tattooing.me.uk

Skin Kitchen - Margate
Tel: 01843 297 318   

 skin kitchen

Tattoo Crew - Surrey
Tel: 02082 867757
 Tattoo Crew London

Tattoo FX - West Sussex
Tel: 01444 243330   
www.tattoo-fx.co.uk

Tattoo Studio 149 - London 
Tel: 020 8544 0304  

tattoo studio 149

Tattooing at Gunpoint - Hove
Tel: 01273 206226   

www.tattooingatgunpoint.co.uk

Tigerlily Tattoos - Bognor Regis
Tel: (01243) 829871 

Tigerlily Tattoos

NUTZ TATTOO & PIERCING STUDIO—WARE

Tattoos by Nutz & Jackie. 
Piercing by Jackie  Tel: 01920 

469721
27 Church Street, ware, 
hertfordshire, sg12 9eh

www.nutztattoo.com
 nutz tattoo

SANTA CUERVO TATTOO—LONDON

Tattoos by Alex Alvarado, Maury 
Decay, Adrian de Largue, Steve 

Dyson, Lucy Frost, Adam Willett.
 84 Green Lanes, London, N16 9AH   

Tel: 0207 254 1689 
santocuervotattoo@gmail.com

www.santocuervotattoo.com

AXIOS TATTOO—HOVE

Tattoos by Ade Stacey and Nigel Palmer
1 Hove Park Villas, Hove BN3 6HP

Tel: 01273 736255   
info@axiostattoo.com

www.axiostattoo.com
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Woody's Tattoo Studio - High Wycombe
Tel: 01494 464023   

www.woodystattoostudio.com

Underground Tattoos & Piercing - Watford
Tel: 01923 288447   

www.undergroundtattoos.co.uk

E A S T

Indigo Tattoo Studio - Norwich
Tel: 01603 886143   

www.indigotattoos.co.uk

The Ink Room Tattoo Studio - 
Woodbridge   tel: 01728748125   
www.theinkroomtattoostudio.co.uk

HAPPY SAILOR TATTOOS—SHOREDITCH

Tattoos by - Tota, James,Ana
Piercings by Tota, manager: 

shane
17 Hackney Road, Shoreditch  

London, E2 7NX 
Tel ;020 7033 9222 

 happy sailor tattoo
www.happysailortattoo.com 

WANDERLUST TATTOOS—CROYDON

Tel: 02034905978  
www.wanderlusttattoo.co.uk

STUDIO 69 TATTOO & PIERCING—LONDON

Tattoos by Desmond Byrne, Stefan Kyriacou & Nico Lanio
 Piercings by Ruth & Alex

Laser tattoo removal also available  Tel: 0208 531 4947
6 Chingford Rd, Walthamstow, London, E17 4PJ

  Studio 69 Tattoo and Piercing 
 

www.studio69tattoo-piercing.co.uk

call sarah

01244 886029

sarah@jazzevents.co
.uk

to SHOWCASE

your studio here   

for a great price

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON

The UK’s favourite tattoo magazine 

is available on iPad, iPhone 

and Android devices

Skin Deep is available on iPad, iPhone, 

Kindle Fire and a mix of other Android devices.*

* To see if your Android device is compatible with the app, download the free issue.

www.skindeep.co.uk

Jenny Clarke Design 
Tel: 01509 264 110

www.jennyclarkedesign.com

TRUE WILL TATTOOS—DORKING

True Will Tattoos
5-6 Beare Green Court

Old Horsham road, Beare green
Rh54sl 07896 298833

Tattooing by Dee, Sophie and Rosie. 
Piercing by Gemma. Tues-sat 10-5
And we are an all female studio

P I E R C I N G  &  O T H E R

The Metal Guru
Tel: 01642 649288     The Metal 

Guru Body Modification
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T A T T O O  O F  T H E  M O N T H

by

Steven Mostyn

So… as previously discussed some-

where in the past, the tattooing of the 

female torso has become a popular 

pastime out there. At first glance, much 

of it appears to be pulled together from 

the simplest trains of thought—for 

which you can read ‘I saw this online 

and would like the same’. It’s not special 

anymore…a little beadwork and some 

string type efect in the position known 

as the ‘underboob’. 

And then you come across work like 

this. Masses of thought, very carefully 

executed with time in the bag and pa-

tience galore. The symmetry here is top 

notch and there’s just enough detail to 

make it sing… any more than this and it 

would start to swamp the skin and that 

would be a Bad Thing.

Instead, what we’re left with here 

is a very, very classy tattoo the likes of 

which should stand as a line in the sand 

if your aiming for similar.

Love it.
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